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1. - Strongly correlated lattice electrons.
1'1. Introduction. - Condensed~matter
physics involvesthe study of interacting many~particlesystems.Due to the structure of matter it is, therefore,to
a large extent the physicsof many-electronsystems.Their theoreticalinvestigations are notoriously difficult-particularly in the dimensionsmost interest~
ing to us, i.e. d = 2 and 3. Hencemany fundamentalquestionsare still open.
These difficulties are well known from a long time already, and exactly five
years ago, in the introduction of his lectures here in Varenna,ANDERSON[I]
presentedan authoritative and fascinatingaccountof the developmentof the
theory of strongly correlated electron systemsduring 1937-87.
Due to the discoveryof high~Tc superconductivityand the unprecedented
activity triggered by it, the entire communitysuddenlyrealizedthat, in spite of
many years of research,someof the most basicproblemsin condensed~matter
physicswere not yet understood.In particular, it soonbecameclear that high~
Tc superconductivityhad to be the result of an interplay betweenvariousdiffer~
ent phenomenawhich were not yet sufficientlyunderstoodevenby themselves.
Thesephenomenaincludei) the generationof magneticcorrelationsas a conse~
quenceof strong interactionsbetweenelectronsand the influenceof mobileva~
cancieson suchmagneticstates,ii) the particular behaviourof electronsin the
vicinity of a Mott~Hubbardmetal~insulatortransition, ill) the effect of (static)
disorderon the correlatedbehaviourof electrons,iv) the peculiaritiesof two~di~
mensionalFermi systems,and, of course,v) the preconditionsfor superconduc~

tivity in a stronglycorrelatedsystem.In this respectthe discoveryof high~
Tc
superconductivityhad a soberingeffect. Suddenlythe new motto was «backto
the roots», and there was general consensusabout the needfor controlledap~
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proximations, etc. The ensuing concerted research efforts during the last five
years have provided significant new insight into some of these fundamental
questions, although we are still far away from a satisfactory situation.
Most of the questions listed above involve the presence of intermediate or
strong interactions between the electrons. Consequently, a large part of recent
theoretical investigations of correlated electron systems-perhaps the largest
part-dealt with strong-coupling approaches. In view of the plethora of available material the title of my lectures is bound to lead to false expectations. It is
clearly impossible to present in four lectures a half-way adequate account of all
the concepts, ideas, techniques and physical results developed in the course of
even the most recent investigations-in particular since these lectures are supposed to have pedagogical value. I am, therefore, bound to limit myself to a presentation of only a few strong-coupling approaches. By this selection I do not
wish to imply that these approaches are necessarily the most important, reliable, potent or promising ones-it is simply a limitation by necessity. The two
recent books on correlated electron systems by FRADKIN[2] and FULDE[3] provide extensive discussions of several strong'-coupling approaches from quite different perspectives, and I refer the reader to these books for some approaches
not discussedby me, e.g. effective field-theoretical models and gauge field theories [2], or Liouville projection techniques[3].
To elucidate the typical problem involved in strong-coupling approaches I
will concentrate on the Hubbard model and its generalization, since it is the
generic model for correlated lattice fermions. I will try to point out and clarify,
using different perspectives and methods, why it is precisely the Hubbard interaction which makes the strong-coupling approach so difficult. For pedagogical reasons I will fIrst discuss the problem of a single vacancy in a quantum-mechanical spin background and will then present a discussion of variational wave
functions, especially Gutzwiller-type wave functions, because they are explicit,
conceptually simple and physically intuitive and provide immediate insight into
almost all fundamental questions of the strong-coupling problem, without demanding a solid background of rather complicated techniques. These two topics
have been addressed already five years ago by RICE[4]; however, since then
considerable new insight has been gained which I wish to present, too. I will
then discuss a projection method which employs auxiliary «<slave»)particles to
enforce the local constraints in the strong-coupling limit. We will find intimate
connections between the mean-field results for slave bosons and Gutzwillertype wave functions. Finally, I will discuss the concept of a dynamical meanfield theory for strongly correlated electrons, i.e. a nonperturbative approach,
as obtained by an exact solution in the limit of high spatial dimensions (d ~ 00).
This will lead us to an effective, dynamical single-site problem of considerable
complexity. Although the topics of the four lectures are all different, the
emerging physics is closely related. It is my intention to stress these connections, i.e. the common features, as much as possible.
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1'2. Weak vs. strong. - I will begin with some very elementary points which
are none the less important enough to warrant recapitulation. For the notion of
«strong» vs. «weak» coupling to be meaningful one needs a model consisting of
at least two parts, e.g.

H = Hkin+ HI

(1.1)

(a hat always refers to an operator). Here Hkin is a kinetic part, which is of purely quantum-mechanical origin, and HI = AV is the interaction part, with A as a
dimensionless coupling parameter; A = 0 is supposed to correspond to the noninteracting case. In the ground state we refer to IA I «1 as the «weak-coupling
limit» and to IA I »1 as the «strong-coupling limit». Note that in the case of a
model with only one term, e.g. the Heisenberg model

2: Si. Sj

H= - J

(1.2)

(Ri,Rj)
which describes a nearest-neighbour (nn) interaction between localized spins,
the coupling constant J can always be set :t 1, depending on the sign of J. Here a
distinction between weak and strong coupling makes no sense. While the kinetic energy of noninteracting particles is only simple in momentum space, the
physical origin of the interaction usually implies that the interaction term is
only simple in position space. Hence the generic case is [Hkin, HI] ~ 0, i.e. there
is a nontrivial competition between the two terms. It is then clear that in the
weak-coupling limit the k (i.e. «band») aspects dominate, while for strong coupling the positional order of itinerant quantum-mechanical particles is
stressed. This is the origin of the main difficulties arising in any strong-coupling approach.
1'3. The Hubbard nwdel. - The generic model for interacting lattice
fermions of the type (1.1) is the one-band, spin-l/2 Hubbard model[5-7] (for
historical remarks, see[1]), where
(1.3a)

Hkin

=- t

2: 2:Ci~Cja= 2:cknka,
(Ri,Rj)

(1.3b)

HI = U

a

k,a

2: ni t ni! = U 2:Pk t P -k!
Ri

.

k,a

Here Ci~(Cia)are creation (annihilation) operators of electrons with spin Q" at site
Ri, and nia = c/c Cia.The corresponding quantities in k-space are iik~(iika) and
nka. The Fourier transform of the kinetic energy in (1.3a) involves the dispersion Ck, and Pka= L -1/2 L: iiq++k,
aiiq, a is the Fourier transform of nja, with L as
the number of lattice site~. As mentioned above, Hkin is simple in k-space, while
HI is only simple in position space. With
(1.4a)
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as the number operator for double occupancy of a lattice site, the Hubbard
model takes the form

il =

(1.4b)

2:

cknk"

+ U

k."

2:Di .
i

Here the kinetic energy is diagonal in k-space (n1" = fit,,) and the interaction
energy is diagonal in position space (Di2 = Di). Consideringthe ground state, it
would be energetically favourable to introduce constraints in real space (i.e.
(Di) = 0) to minimize the interaction energy. However, the kinetic energy
prefers maximal mobility of the particles, i.e. the absence of constraints. This
clearly expresses the fact that [fit", Di] ~ O.
In the weak-coupling limit (U« t) the starting point is the Fermi gas in krepresentation. In principle, a perturbation expansion in UIt can be performed,
using standard techniques, since ilkin is a one-particle operator and Wick's theorem is applicable. (The range of validity of such an expansion is a different matter [8].) On the other hand, in the strong-coupling limit, where double occupancy of lattice sites is suppressed, a real-space picture is more helpful. Indeed, in
position space the Hilbert space for the Hubbard model may be simply written
as a tensor product over the four possible states at a lattice site Ri
(1.5)

.%

= @ span{ 10), Ii),

It),

lit)}i.

Hi

A strong-coupling
approachshould,therefore,take the U =

00

limit, where

Di = 0, as a starting point, or else the «atomic limit», i.e. t = O. (Note that these
limits are in general very different,

since t

= 0 is not a priori related to strong

coupling.) However, there exist some well-known difficulties, caused precisely
by the structure of the Hubbard interaction, which make a straightforward ap-

plicationof theseapproaches
impossible:
namely,at U = 00 the groundstate
has an infmite degeneracy (2£ in the case of a half-filled band, i.e. N = L).

Hence the ground state cannot simply be obtained by degenerate perturbation
theory in tlU, since this requires first the exact solution of an effective Hamiltonian for U» t (the «t-J mode!»; see below) which, however, is not much simpler
than the Hubbard model itself. It is, therefore, necessary to work with a restricted Hilbert space .%restr, where doubly occupied sites are excluded. This is
very difficult to incorporate if one starts from the noninteracting case (where
particles obey simple commutation rules). One must, therefore, project onto
.% restr, the allowed part of .%. However, projected operators usually do not
obey canonical commutation rules; besides that Wick's theorem is generally not
applicable.
The requirement of projection and the ensuing problems are the central
theme of any strong-coupling approach.
1.4. The t-J model. - We now want to derive an «effective» model which is
equivalent to the Hubbard model in the limit U» t; naturally we expect this
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model to be simpler than the full Hubbard model and thus easier to investigate.
The corresponding transformation can be obtained in several ways. Perhaps the
most intuitive method is to use a straightforward projection onto the Hilbert
space without doubly occupied sites («d-sites») as first discussed by BuLAEVSKII,NAGAEVand KHOMSKII[9]; for details see ref. [3] and [10]. In the ex-

tremelimit U = 00 the effectiveHamiltonianis simplygivenby

-u

(1.6a)

- = PHkinP,
-- -

Heff=~ = Ht

where
(1.6b)

p=llpi,

Pi=l-Di,

Ri

is the projection operator (P2 = P) eliminating all states ~th d-sites, i.~
DiP = PDi = o. Equation (1.6a) says that we fIrst project with P, then apply H

(i.e. Hkin) and then project again with P to eliminate those new states with a dsite which were generated by the action of the kinetic-energy operator. Due to
- ) Ci"
iCi" = (1 -ni.-"
-+-= x-+
i<Tone 0btrons
.
P--+

(1.7a)
(1.7b)

Ht=-t

=- t

2:(l-ni._,,)c~cj,,(l-nj._,,),
(R2:
,.R~) "

2: 2:X~Xj",

(Ri.Rj)

"

where the remaining projection operators Pm' m ~ i,j, are omitted for clarity;
so we have to keep in mind that Ht acts only on the subspaceof states without
d-sites. Ht describes the hopping of a a-electron to an empty site as shown in
fig. 1.la); equivalently, this may be viewed as the hopping of an empty site «<esite») or «hole» in opposite direction. This requires that the number of electrons
N = Nt + NL < L, i.e. 0'= 1 - n > 0, with n = NIL. It is a remarkable fact
that in the limit of U = 00 a single hole can move at all. This is a consequenceof
the purely local nature of the Hubbard interaction!
The representation of Ht in (1.7b) in terms of the composite operator Xi" is
particularly concise. However, Xi<Tdoes not have canonical commutation rules
and hence the apparent simplicity has no immediate advantage. We will come
back to such a representation in sect. 3.
In the limit of large, but fmite U (U» t) d-sites will exist, too. Since «real»
d-sites carry an energy U, they are strongly suppressed and hence can be neglected. Double occupanciesmay, therefore, only exist as virtual (i.e. intermediate) states: creation and consecutive destruction of a d-site must occur in the
same process. The effective Hamiltonian is then given by
(1.8)

He~>t = P [Hkin - Hkin

¥

Hkin]P +

(9{-&).

.
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Fig. 1.1. - Hopping processesof a spin in the Hubbard model at U» t; a) hoppingat

U=

00;

b) and c) spin exchangeprocess;d) and e) three-site contributions.

The secondterm in the parenthesisdescribespreciselythe virtual processdiscussedabove(the minus sign indicatesthat thereby energy is gained):fIrst we
project onto states without any d-sites, then we apply

H (ie.

Hkin) which leads

to stateswith exactly one d-site. We now project onto these latter states (the
oneswithout d-sitesare already includedin the fIrst term in (1.8»)by applying
1-

P, and

then use Hkin once more to annihilate the d-site again; the intermedi-

ate energyof this processis U and appearsin the denominator.Finally, P is applied to make sure that we are againin the subspacewithout doubleoccupancy.
The secondterm in (1.8)is then clearly of order t2/U small and describesthe
hopping processesshownin fig.1.1b)-e).The ones in b), c) are possibleeven
for 0'= 0 and describespin exchange(includinga spin flip in c»),while thosein
d), e) require the presenceof an e-sitefor the d-site to relax «<three-sitecontribution»);for 0'« 1 the energy gain due to the latter processis, therefore,a factor 0'smallerthan that due to the exchangeprocess.The figures clearly express
the fact that for U» t we deal with the creation of a virtual pair of d-e-sites
«<vacuumpolarization»).They also elucidatethe procedureof degenerateperturbation theory required to calculate the t2/U contribution. For 0'= 0 the spin

exchangecontributions correspondto a nearest-neighbourantiferromagnetic
couplingof S = 1/2 Heisenberg spins. An explicit evaluation of (1.8) in the limit

I
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a« 1, therefore, leads to the effective Hamiltonian [9-12]
(1.9)

-

-

H~>t=HtJ=Ht+J

-

'"

[

- -

Loi Si.Sj-

1 - -]
( at2 t3
4ninj
+0 U'
2 ).

(R" RJ)

U

This is the so-called «t-J model», where J = 4t2/U (the summation is supposed
to extend over nearest-neighbour

bonds) and Si

= (1/2)

2: Ci~(iT)aa'Cia' is the

spin operator, with ii as the vector of Pauli matrices. The t~
ninj, where ni =
= ni f + ni ! , is usually discarded, since (ni) = 1 for a = o. In (1.9)we did not include the three-site contributions (see, for example, [13]); indeed they are almost always neglected-purely for reasons of convenience.However, the mere
fact that they are an order

asmaller

than the J-term in (1.9) does not guarantee

that they are actually unimportant. This point is still open.
An equivalent derivation of the t-J model makes use of a unitary transformation as in the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation [14] for the single-impurity Anderson model, namely[10-12]
(1.10)

Heff

= H + i[S, H] + ... .

= exp [is]H exp [-is]

Here S is determined by the requirement that the application of Hkin on states
without d-sites only leads to virtual d-sites and not to a real mixing of Hubbard
bands with different numbers of d-sites.
The derivation of the t-J model may lead to the following question: how can
the t-J model, which works in the subspacewithout d-sites, be equivalent to the
large-U Hubbard model for which the number of doubly occupied sites (D) is
clearly fmite for all U < oo? The answer can be deduced by considering the
ground-state energy expressions

(1.11)

-

,

-

Eo = (P"HMIHI P"HM)~(p"errIHerrI P"err).

Here .IP"HM) and I P"err) are supposed to represent the exact ground-state wave

functionsfor the Hubbard model at U»t (which containsstateswith d-sites)
and for the t-J model (without d-sites),respectively.Theseare different wave
functions, but they are related by IP"err) = exp [is] IP"HM)' where the factor
exp [is] removes the contributions with d-sites from IP"HM). Hamiltonian and
wave function are hence closely linked. Working with H implies that Eo is always determined by spin and density correlations in IP"HM)' while working

with Heff means that, at least for a = 0, Eo is determined only by the spin correlations in IP"eff). Although for a > 0 density correlations become important even
in IP"eff)' they still do not involve d-sites. This stresses again the advantage of
an effective model.
Unfortunately the t-J model is not really significantly simpler than the Hubbard model itself. Its structure is simple, reflecting the local character of the
underlying Hubbard interaction. But it is precisely the absence of a more restrictive interaction that leads to complications. In particular, it implies that i)

I
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there is a macroscopicspin degeneracy,ii) even at U =

00

a single hole can

move, ill) virtual states involve only 2 particles. It is instructive to compare this
with the situation for a considerably simpler model, namely spinless fermions
with nearest-neighbour interaction [15-17]
(1.12)

HsF=

L

(-tCi+Cj + Vninj).

(Ri.Rj)

Sucha model may be usedto describeferro (or ferri)-magneticelectronicsystems where, for example,the down-spinbands are tilled and only an up-spin
band needsto be considered,as is the caseof magnetite(Fes04) [18]. The effective modelfor V= 00 is againgivenby (1.6a)wherenow the operatorP projects
onto the subspaceof states without particles at nearest-neighbourpositions.
HenceP tests the entire neighbourhoodof every site which is obviouslymuch
more restrictive than (1.6b).For the ground state on a hypercubiclattice in d i
dimensions.it is then easy to see that i) for n = 1/2 the particles assumea
checkerboardstructure,i.e. there is only a twofolddegeneracy;ii) for n < 1/2 it
takesat least2d - 1 vacanciesfor motionto be possibleat all; ill) for V» t intermediatestates involve 2d particles, and the form of the exchangeterm correspondingto the spin-spininteractionin (1.9)is quite complicated.Although the
effectivelarge-V modelhas a muchmore complicatedform than HtJ, we willlater see that the physicsinvolved is considerablysimpler, since for d ~ 00 the
Hartree approximationbecomesexact.This is a direct consequence
of the nonHubbard interaction.
The t-J model,(1.9),has beenderivedfrom the Hubbard model in the limit
J «t. It may, however,also be viewedas an interesting new modelwith arbitrary J. For t = 0 it correspondsto the Heisenbergmodel,which is quite well
understood. For J

= 0 it

describes hopping of holes and can be solved exactly in

d = 1, since in this case the holes correspondto noninteracting, spinless
fermions[19,20].For other dimensions,or evenon a Bethe lattice, no exactsolutions of Ht for thermodynamicallyrelevant situationsexist. The full t-J model
is then evenmore difficult and analytic investigationshaveto resort to limiting
cases, e.g. to d = 1 (see Haldane'slectures during this school)or to the dynamicsof a single hole (seebelow),etc. In general,approximationshaveto be
employed.Onepossiblity is to make use of the simplificationsthat occurwhen
someparameter(e.g.,the length of a spin S, the spin degeneracyN, the spatial
dimensiond, etc.) is taken to be large (in fact, infinite). Investigationsin such
limits may providevaluableinsight into the fundamentalpropertiesof a system
evenwhen this parameteris not large. Another possibility is to introducenew
constituentsor compositesof the original electrons.By «lumping»the (hopefully) essentialphysicsinto new entities, decouplingapproximationsare hopedto
be accurateenoughto describeimportant aspectsof the problemcorrectly.The
usual strategy is, therefore,to perform someapproximation,comparewith experiment and, if consistent,go on (and only ask later why the approximation
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was good), and otherwise work out a new approximation scheme.This is a purely pragmatic approach, enforced by the complexity of quantum-mechanical
many-body systems.
1.5. Hole motion in the t-J model. - The spin exchange term in (1.9) may be
written as
(1.13a)

ilJ

=J

L

Si. Sj ,

(Ri,Rj)
(1.13b)

=

L

[ Jz

Sl Sf + ~JJ.(Si+Sj- +Si-Sj+)J .

(Ri,Rj)

The fIrst term in (1.13b) describes Ising spins, while the second contains the
spin-flip terms. In the t-J model one has J z = J J. . However, in the limit of large
spin S or large dimensions d (see below) the spin-flip terms disappear, which effectively corresponds to J J. = 0 (indeed, for the Heisenberg model both limits
lead to the classical case[21]). Neglecting quantum spin fluctuations, there are
three basic types of spin configurations possible for the t-J model:
1) antiferromagnetic, i.e. Neel (N), for T, 8.t«J
2) random (R), for T»8.t,
with the same probability;

and 8«1 in d ~ 3;

J such that all spin configurations appear

3) ferromagnetic (F), for T = 0, J = 0 and a single hole; this is the Nagaoka state [22], i.e. the saturated ferromagnet. For a finite concentration of holes,
8> 0, the stability of the ferromagnetic state is far from clear (see below).
The effects of spin fluctuations have, for example, been considered by
KANE, LEE and READ[23] and DAGOTTO
et al. [24].
To leading order in 8 hole-hole correlations may be expected to be negligibly
small. In this case the simplest, nontrivial problem is to study the behaviour of
a single hole in a given spin background and calculate quantities such as the
density of states (DOS) N(E), the spectral function Pk(E), the conductivity a(w),
etc. (For concise summaries of the results obtained so far see, for example, the
introductory sections of the articles by ELSER, HUSE, SHRAIMANand SIGGIA[25] and LIU and MANOUSAKIS
[26].) This restricted problem is still physically relevant, since single-particle excitations in magnetic insulators can actually
be studied by photoemission and inverse-photoemission spectroscopy. It should
be noted, however, that, with the exception of the ferromagnetic background,
none of the above quantities can be calculated exactly in 1 < d < 00. One of the
problems is that the dynamics of a hole and the structure of the spin background
are not independent aspects, but are self-consistently linked: the spin background determines the motion of the vacancy, which in turn affects this background. The latter effect is rather subtle. For example, on the basis of a semiclassicalanalysisSHRAIMANand SIGGIA[27] found that the motion of a vacancy
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Fig. 1.2. - Three circulations are necessary for a hole to restore the Neel configuration on
a square.

in a quantum antiferromagnetgeneratesa transversedistortion of the background spinswith dipolar symmetry.This long-rangedistortion may be viewed
as a «twist»in the direction of the staggeredorder parameterof the spin background. It leadsto a dipolar backflowof magnetizationin closeanalogyto the
roton excitation in superfluid 4He.
On an approximatelevel the self-consistencybetweenthe vacancymotion
and the structure of the spin backgroundmay be decoupled.In the following
the hole dynamicswill, therefore,be investigatedfor a given background(e.g.,
a Neel state). We fIrst consider the hole dynamics in the extreme limit U

=

00,

i.e. J = O. Even this restricted problem cannot be solvedexactly. The reason
for the difficulty is that the motion of the hole scramblesup the spins!Indeed,a
hole is not a simple Bloch state, and thus its motion leads to a complicated
many-bodyproblem. This is illustrated in fig. 1.2 for a hole in a Neel background on a square lattice. The hole has to circulate around a square three
times, i.e. has to hop 12 times, to restore the spin background.Any motion of a
hole,therefore,producesa «string» of flipped spins alongits path. By contrast,
in the ferromagneticbackgroundthe hole is effectivelyfree.
To calculatethe DOSof a holefor a fixed spin configurationwe needto know
its single-particleGreen function
(1.14)

Gff(z) = L(Xlci;
cr

-~

z - HtJ

Cjcr
IX),

which is the probability amplitude for the hopping from Rj to Ri. Here z is the
complex frequency and IX) describes the spin configuration (here X = N, F, R).
The spectral function and the DOS are then given by
(1.15a)

p~«(tJ)=

- * 1mGff«(tJ + iO+),

Nx«(tJ) = p~«(tJ).

(1.15b)

As shown by NAGAOKA
[22], this Green function may be written as
(1.16)

Gff(z)

= ~[aij+ntlA~n(-::f)n],

where A~ n is the number of distinct paths of a hole from Rj to Ri, consisting of n
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Fig. 1.3.- Self-retracingpath.
steps, which leave IX) unchanged (except for Ri and Rj themselves, of course).
The calculation of (1.16) hence requires the investigation of «backgroundrestoring paths». We first consider the case i =j, i.e. when the hole returns to
its starting point.
In a ferromagnetic background every path is background restoring. Up to a
phase factor in the case of odd n, a hole, therefore, shows free-particle behaviour and the DOS is given by
(1.17)

= N(w),

NF(w)

where N(w) is the free DOS. By contrast, for the Neel and random background

and generaln the calculationof A.t n is not possible,becausethe contributionof
loops is too complicated. Consequently, BRINKMANand RICE[28] introduced an
approximation in which loops are neglected altogether. In this «retraceablepath approximation» (rpa) a hole moves into the spin background and returns to
its starting point by exactly retracing its path as shown in fig. 1.3. These paths
are naturally background restoring for all spin configurations. Hence the rpa
becomesexact in d = 1 and on a Bethe lattice where loops do not exist by construction. Within the rpa the local Green function is found to be given by
(1.18)

Gi{S(w)

1 w(Z

= -2

-

2)

-

Z[w2
2 2

Zt

-w

4(Z
2

-

1)t2y/2

'

where Z is the number of nearest neighbours (coordination number); this immediately yields NrpS(w). A comparison with a moment expansion[28] of the DOS
shows that the rpa is particularly accurate for a Neel background. In fact, in
this case the contribution of loops is strongly suppressed by the requirement of
background conservation. The leading correction to the rpa enters only at order
(tjwy2 since on the smallest loop (a square as shown in fig. 1.2) the hole must
circulate three times to restore the configuration (see below). For the conductivity of a hole in the N eel background and, in particular, other backgrounds
where loops are important, the rpa is less satisfactory. The main disadvantages

,
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of the rpa are that i) the results do not depend on the spin background at all, ii)
there is no Hall effect or magnetoresistance, ill) the conducticity o-(w) does Dot
fulfil the i-sum rule

I

(1.19)

~

=-

dwReo-(w)

7t"e2a2
w(H«),

-~

where (H«) = (H)jd is the average kinetic energy in one direction a, with a and
V as the lattice constant and total volume, respectively.
The conductivity o-(w) in (1.19) is given by the Kubo formula
fJ

~

(1.20)

o-(w)

=

~I

dt

0

I

d-r(}« (O)}« (t

+ i-r)h exp [iwt],

0

where}« is the current operator in a specific direction a
(1.21)

}« (0) = - ieat

L

(Ci~«,

~Ci. ~

-

(I aI = 1)

Ci~«,~Ci.~)

Ri.~

and (...)h is the thermal average over all single hole states. The latter can again
be expressed as a sum over closed paths. RICE and ZHANG[29] showed that, for
a Neel (N) background, at T = 0 the rpa yields
(1.22)

Reo-N(w)

2

2

= --~-

2t 2

NN(w-wO)

w

'

where Wocorresponds to the lower band edge of NN(w). So far we only considered the case J= 0, where spins are completely decoupled.We now include the
antiferromagnetic spin exchange between nearest-neighbour spins. As a fIrst

step we take Jz > 0, J.L = 0 in (1.13)«<Isinglimit») [23,30];spin flips, ie. quantum fluctuations, are, therefore, still neglected. As already mentioned, the motion of a vacancy in an otherwise perfect N eel background leads to a «string» of
overturned spins. (In fact, it is more appropriate to speak of ad-dimensional
«tube» of diameter twice the lattice spacing a.) This obstructs the hole motion
since it produces intermediate states of higher energy. Let us assume the motion of the hole to be such that the corresponding tube never intersects with itself (this rules out any loops, ie. the hole moves only on self-retracing paths;
furthermore, no segment of this path is allowed to run parallel to itself at a distance less than 2a). As pointed out by BULAEVSKIIet al. [9] the motion is then a
strictly one-dimensional problem. In particular, the energy of the tube is proportional to its length, and the hole moves in a linear potential. It is well known
that in this case the bound states are described by Airy functions and hence the
discrete energy levels are proportional to t(J zjt)2/3 [9]. This implies «confinement», ie. localization of a vacancy at its individual origin, and the corresponding energy band Ehole(k) is dispersionless. However, TRUGMAN
[31] showed that~
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Fig. 1.4.- Trugmanpath[31] for a holein an antiferromagnet.
evenin the Ising liInit there exist possibilitiesfor a hole to move suchthat its
energyis not proportionalto the length of its path. Namely,when a hole moves
arounda closedpath twice exceptfor the last two steps,it will find itself translated by two lattice spacings,with the backgroundcompletelyrestored.In particular, for the motion around a square(seefig. 1.2)this meansthat after 1 +
+ 1/2 circulationsthe hole has effectivelymovedacrossthe diagonal,this state
havingthe sameenergyas the initial one.The hole can,therefore,propagateby
performing a spiraling motion as shownin fig. 1.4. This leads to a finite (but
small) band width of the hole eigenstatesand henceto a finite mobility of the
holes.
In the realistic caseJz = J.L > 0 the quantumspin fluctuationswill spontaneouslyflip, i.e. «heal»,the unfavourablestring states (or at least parts of a
string), and hencevacanciesare naturally expectedto be mobile. Coherentexcitationsof the vacancyare then possiblewhich showup in the hole Greenfunction. Indeed,sharp peaksin the spectral function Pk (w) at certain momentak
were found in several approaches
[23,24,26,31,32].Their positionsas a function of w determinethe hole band,from which one obtainsthe effectivemassof
the quasi-particles.
We saw that analytic investigationsof the hole motion in terms of the t-J
modelare only possibleunder certain approximations,e.g.the retraceable-path
approximation,the neglect of quantum spin fluctuations (Ising liInit, J.L = 0)
and the assumptionof a string with a linear potential.An assessment
of the validity and reliability of these approximationsis not a priori possible,and hence
it is not clear how one shouldgo on to improvethem systematically.Now, in the
most ideal situation it is possibleto identify a small, external parameterwhich
controls an approximationsystematically.Fortunately this is the casein our
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problem: the small parameter turns out to be 1I d, whered is the numberof spatial dimensions. We will see that all three approximations mentioned above become exact for d ~ 00, i.e. lid ~ 0, and hence can be derived and improvedsystematically by an expansion in a single small parameter.
1.6. The limit d ~ 00 for itinerant quantum-mechanical lattice models. - In
a perfectly crystalline system every lattice site has the same number of nearest
neighbours Z. In three dimensions (d = 3) one has Z = 6 for a simple cubic lattice (Z = 2d for a hypercubic lattice in general dimensions d), Z = 8 for a b.c.c.
lattice and Z = 12 for an f.c.c. lattice. The dimensionality of a lattice system is
directly described by the number Z, rather than by the somewhat more abstract
«number of dimensions d». Since Z - (SJ{
10) is already quite large in d = 3, such
that 1I Z is rather small, it is only natural and in the general spirit of theoretical
physics to consider the extreme limit Z ~ 00 first, and then use 1I Z as a small
expansion parameter to reach fmite Z.
In the case of classical spin models (e.g., Ising, Heisenberg) the Z ~ 00 limit
is very well known (see, for example, ref. [33]). It leads to the results of the
Weiss molecular-field theory and may be viewed as the prototypical method for
constructing a mean-field theory (MFT). In the limit Z ~ 00 the coupling parameter J in (1.13) has to be rescaled as
(1.23)

J~

J*
Z

'

J*

= const,

for the energy density to remain finite.
It is natural to ask whether the limit Z ~ 00 can also be employed in the case
of lattice models with itinerant, quantum-mechanical degrees of freedom, such
as the Hubbard model, (1.13), and whether this is again a useful limit. This
question was recently addressed by METZNERand VOLLHARDT
[34]. The main
question is whether the energy parameters in the Hubbard model can be scaled

in sucha way that the modelremainsnontrivialin the limit Z ~

00.

By «non-

trivial» we mean that both Hkin and HI stay fmite, such that the competition between these terms, expressed by [Hkin, HI] ~ 0, remains.(Note: it is not guaranteed that such a scaling exists at all; for example, in the well-known approach
where the spin degree of freedom in the Hubbard model, (1.4b), is allowed to
take arbitrary values (IJ' = 1, ..., N), the strict N ~ 00 limit always leads to the
.-

1/{d

L~~~::~~
Ri

~~=~~:2T
R
j

d --00
~

00
Rj

0 ij

1/~

Fig. 1.5.- Contribution to the irreducible self-energy for the Hubbard model in secondorder in U, and its collapse in the limit d -+ 00.
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trivial atomic limit-hence there exists no scaling in this casefor which Hkin
and Hr remainfinite [35].) For the Hubbard modela nontrivial Z~ 00limit can
indeedbe found[34].The Hubbard interaction,(1.3b),is purely local and independentof its surrounding;henceit is independentof the spatial dimensionand
U neednot scalewith Z at all. On the other hand,for a hypercubiclattice with
unit lattice spacing,the kinetic energy has a dispersion
(1.24)

Ck

=-

Ld coski d:

2t
i

~

19{tVd),

=1

which in the limit d ~ 00, and for randomly chosenmomentumk, is of order
tVd (sincecoski E [-1, 1]) accordingto the law of large numbers.Hencefor the
kinetic energyEkin= L Cknk"to remain finite in d = 00 the onlypossiblescaling of t is [34]
(1.25)

k, "

t~

~,
v2d

t* = const.

The central-limit theoremtells us furthermore that the DOS,which is the probability distribution of the quantity E = Ckfor a random choice of k, is given by a
Gaussian

(1.26)

N~(E)= ~exp[-t(-f;)2].

The scalingof the nearest-neighbourhoppingmatrix elementt in (1.25)implies
that the correspondingone-particleGreenfunction «<propagator»)
of the noninteracting systemhas the samed-dependence,
i. e. for Ri, Rj at nearest-neighbour positionswe have[36,37]
Go
1 .
ii, ~- -:vd

(1.27)

It is the property (1.27)which is the origin of all simplificationsarising in
the limit d ~ 00. In particular, it implies the collapseof all connected,irreducible perturbation-theoretical diagrams in position space[34,36,37]. This is
illustrated in fig. 1.5, where a contribution in 2nd-order perturbation theory to
the irreducible self-energy, 1::iF, is shown. Usually 1::if) will only enter in a sum
over Ri and Rj. Then it becomesapparent that 1::if) is only of order I/Vd small,
unless i

= j.

Namely,

for nearest-neighbour

sites Ri, Rj the three

lines,

corre-

sponding to G8,~, contribute a factor l/d3/2, while the sum over Rj relative to Ri
contributesa factor d. Only for i =j is the value of 1::if) independent
of d. Hence

in the limit d ~ 00 the diagram on the l.h.s. of fig. 1.5is equivalentto the «collapsed»,petal-shapeddiagram on the r.h.s. providedi = j; otherwiseit is zero.
More generally,any two verticeswhich are connectedby more than two separate paths will collapseonto the same site. (Here a «path»is any sequenceof
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lines in a diagram; they are «separate»when they have no lines in common.) In
particular, the external vertices of any irreducible self-energy diagram are always connected by three separate paths and hence always collapse. As shown
by METZNERand VOLLHARDT[34]and MULLER-HARTMANN
[36], the full, irreducible self-energy then becomes a purely local quantity:
(1.28a)

lJij,..(w) d-+oo
= lJii,..(W)(}'ij'

The Fourier transform of lJij,.. is hence seen to become momentum-independent:
d-+oo

(1.28b)

lJ,,(k, w) = lJ,,(w).

This leads to tremendous simplifications in all many-body calculations for the

Hubbard model and related models.Indeed, in the limit d ~

00

the Hubbard

model reduces to a nontrivial (and yet unsolved) effective single-site problem in
a fermionic bath [38-41], which will be addressed in the last section.
It is interesting to note that in many respects our real, three-dimensional
world seems to be already a high-dimensional world. In particular, a large number of standard approximations, which are routinely used to make contact with

experiments,are only correct in d =

00.

For a more comprehensivepresenta-

tion I refer to short reviews by MULLER-HARTMANN
[41] and myself[42] and, in
particular, to my recent lecture notes [43] on the large-d limit, of which parts
are also used here.

1'7.Hole motion in the t-J model:exactresults in the d = 00 limit. - In the
limit d ~ 00 the problem of a singlevacancyin a quantumantiferromagnet,as
described by the t-J model, can be solved exactly, and I will only summarize the
results (for details, see[44] and [45], and ref. [43)).
1) In d = 00 quantum spin fluctuations, i.e. the spin-flip contributions in
(1.13b), vanish (J.L = 0) and the quantum antiferromagnet becomes a Neel
state.
2) As explained in subsect. 1.4, it takes three circulations, i.e. 12 hopping processes,for a hole moving around a square to restore the Neel order (see
fig. 1.2).For d ~ 00, using (1.25), this process is of order (1 /Vd)12 X d2 = 1/ d4
small (the factor d2 comes from the number of possibilities to embed a square in
d dimensions). Loops are, therefore, suppressed and the hole can only move on
self-retracing paths: in d = 00 the retraceable-path approximation (rpa) [28] becomes exact for the Neel state[44], and the Green function is given by
(1.29)

Gi~(z)

= -12t*

2

[z - ~2-=~](}'i;'

"

The DOS has the shape of a half-ellipse. Since Gi~ is purely local, its Fourier~

I
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Fig. 1.6. - a) Rea(cu) VB.cu/t* for a Neel background in d < 00 at various temperatures
T = l/kBf:J: ...,. f:J= 3,
f:J= 6, - - - f:J= 12, f:J= 00; b) frequency-dependent
conductivity as measured by THOMASet aL [46] on YB~Cu307-a'

transform, and hence the spectral function Pk «(I), is k-independent-there
no quasi-particle peaks.

exist

3) The full rpa expression for Gi7, (1.18), can be derived systematically
expansion around d = 00 [45].

by a self-consistent lid

4) By using the DOS obtained from (1.29) even in finite dimensions, the

d=

00

limit may be employedto derive a self-consistentapproximationfor

in d < 00, which-in
particular, for U =
(1.30)

00

a«(I)

contrast to the rpa-fulfills the [sum rule (1.19)[44]. In
and T = 0 one finds from (1.22)
Rea N «(I)

=

e2a2 -yIt*
ru
w-

1
4".

This result is shown in fig. 1.6a) together with numerical results for T > O. A
qualitatively rather similar frequency dependence of a«(I), shown in fig. 1.6b),
has been observed in some high-Tc materials, e.g. YB~Cu307-a, by THOMAS et
al. [46] using reflectivity
measurements (for a very readable introduction
see[47]). The structure at low (I) that emerges as Tc is approached from above,
cannot, of course, be described within the theory presented above.
5) For J > 0 the assumption of a linear potential, generated by the string

of overturned spins [9,23], is exact up to order 1I d2, since in d = 00 loops do not
contribute and a string does Dot interact with itself (both effects come in at or-
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der 1/d2). The exact expressionfor the local propagatorin d:;;: 00 is[45]
(1.31)

G~
11( W)

= -1-t* -~
J,,-l(Z)

,

where y = - 2wJ*, Z = 4t * /J* and J" (z) are Besselfunctionsof the first kind.
The poles of (1.31)are found at discrete energies
En =

(1.32)

- ant*( W
J*

) 2/3 + const,

where the an are the zeros of the Airy function Ai(z). It is interesting to note
that (1.32) agrees exactly with the result from a continuum approximation
basedon a Schrodingerequationwith a linear potential V = rJ* /2, where r is
the length of the string [9]. The DOS correspondingto (1.31)is very different
from that for J* = 0, i.e. is given by a seriesof a-peaks.For T = 0 the conductivity O"(w) is again given by (1.22),with Woreplaced by Wo- J* /2, and hence is
alsogivenby a seriesof a-peaks.The d.c.conductivityis then alwayszero for finite J*, sinceTrugman paths[31] (fig. 1.4)contribute only at higher orders in
l/d.
6) The inclusionof local disorderto the model,which still allowsan exact
solutionin d = 00, gives rise to new effects,too [45]. As expected,the a-peaks
are broadenedby the disorder.For T ~ 0, very smallJ* andweak disorderand
for not too small w, O"(w)reducesto the result shownin fig. 1.6a),but has more
or less pronounced«wiggles».Interestingly enough,one fmds that the inclusion of weak disorderfavours the d.c. conductivitysinceit acts like an additional kinetic energy (fig. 1.7).
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Fig. 1.7.- D.c. conductvity VB.disorder strength of a hole in the t-J model with local disorder in d = 00 [45], J*jt* = 1, kBTjt* = 0.1.
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Oneof the main advantagesof the d - 00limit is that it allowsoneto include
important physical effects (e.g., disorder, next-nearest-neighbourhopping,
etc.),which are absentin the original t-J model,in a systematicand consistent
way.
2. - Projected wave functions.
Variational wave functions are among the very few theoretical tools that
allow straightforward, conceptuallysimple investigationsof interacting manybody systems.They are usedto describecorrelationsamongquantum-mechanical objects in an approximate,but explicit and physically intuitive, manner.
They are particularly valuablein situationswhere standard perturbation theory fails or is not tractable. The problemsin which variationalwave functions
havebeenemployedincludesuchdiverseexamplesas rotons in superfluid4He,
the plasmastate of electronsin metals,the quantumliquids 3He and 4He,nuclear physics, superconductivityand the (fractional) quantum Hall effect. Of
these the BCS wave function is certainly the most famous.Variational wave
functionshave also beenused to study possiblemagneticorder of lattice electrons, i.e. ferromagnetismand antiferromagnetism.They have recently received a particular attention in the study of heavy fermions and high-Tc
superconductivity
[48].
The generalstrategy in this approachis to constructan explicit wavefunction of the form
(2.1)

Ip'var)

= Clp'o),

where I P'0) is a simple one-particlestarting wave function on which a projection, or «correlation»operator C(A1, ..., An) acts. The latter dependson variational parametersAi and has to describethe microscopicinteraction between
the particles in a more or less detailedway. This ~ave function is then usedto
calculatethe expectationvalue of someoperator(!)
(2.2)

(iff)

=

(p'varI iff! P'var).
(p'var I p'var)

In particular, by calculating and minimizing the ground-state energy Evar~

= (Ii), whereIi is the Hamiltonian,the variationalparametersAi containedin C

(and perhaps also in !P'0» can be determined. These parameters are used to
suppress those configurations in IP'0) which for a given interaction strength are

energeticallyunfavourable.The variational principle guaranteesthat Evarprovides a rigorous upper bound for the exact ground-stateenergy.
2.1. The Gutzwiller wavefunction. - For the Hubbardmodel,(1.4),the simplest variationalwavefunction of the form (2.1)is the so-calledGutzwillerwave
4 - RendicontiS.I.F. - CXXI
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function (GWF) [6,49], with
(2.3a)

C= exp[iliI],

Ip'G)=gDIFS),

(2.3b)

= n[1R.

(1-g)Di]

tFS).

.

Here D = iiI /U = L Di is the number operator for doubly occupiedsites, A =
= In g/ U and

i

IP' 0) is the

-

{= I FS)). Hence C globally reducesthe amplitude of those spin configurationsin P'0) with too many doubly occupied sites.
The limit g = 1 correspondsto the noninteractingcase,while g ~ 0, implying
Fermi

sea

I

(iJ) ~ 0, correspondsto the limit U ~

00. Indeed,for g ~ 0, gD reducesexactly
to the projection operator P, (1.6b),which eliminatesall configurationswith dsites.While in the derivationof the t-J modelin subsect.1.3the projectionwas
applied to the Hamiltonian itself, it appearshere in conjunctionwith a wave
function, which is used to calculate expectationvalues. The fully projected
Gutzwiller wave function

IP'G)= PIFS)

(2.4)

is a wavefunction from the restricted Hilbert space.tJl;restr
where sites are only
singly occupied.However,it is no longer a variational wave function, sinceit
no longer containsfree parameters.Hence the correlationsin (2.4) are completely determinedby those already containedin IFS) and cannotbe further

controlled.On the otherhand,by replacing.IFS)

with

a moregeneralstarting

wave function this problem may be avoided.Even states with broken symmetry can be described,e.g., by choosingan antiferromagneticHartree-Fock
wave function «<spindensity wave»)
(2.5a)

ISDW) = n[ukak~ + O"vkak++Q",]
10),
k,"

where Q is half a reciprocal-latticevector and 10)is the vacuum,or a BCS wave
function

(2.5b)

IBCS)= n[Uk + vkak+ta":k!] 10)
k

to obtain resonating-valence
bond states[50,51] (for a discussionof the latter
see ref. [2]).
Exact analytic evaluationsin terms of Gutzwiller-typewave functionshave
recently becomepossiblein d = 1 and d = 00 due to techniquesdevelopedby
METZNER
and the author[34,52] (see also subsect.2'4). Thesewave functions
are now quite well understood [53]. In particular, for n

= 1 and U»t the GWF,

(2.3),in d = 1 leads to the ground-stateenergy density[52]
(2.6)

EG

(4 )2 t2

1

= - -it" ---=
U InU'
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U = U/81eoI, with eo as the energy of the noninteractingparticles.
Hencethe exactresult, E - -t2/U, obtainedfrom 2nd-orderperturbationtheory (seesect. 1), is found to be multiplied by a nonanalyticfactor (this is the
caseeven in dimensionsd > 1(54]); thus the ground-stateenergy EG for the
Hubbard model is not very good, as first noted by KAPLAN,HORSCH
and

where

FULDE(55]. Does this automatically imply that

IP'G) is a bad wave function in

the strong-couplinglimit? The answeris quite subtle: while it is true that the
wavefunction is not very goodfor the Hubbard model at U» t, it is nevertheless an excellent wave function in d

= 1 for

the effective model at large U, i.e.

the t-J model,where a-siteshavebeenprojectedout. This can be seenfrom the
spin-spincorrelationfunction GjSS
(n, g), with j = IRj I, which was evaluatedexactly in terms of the GWF in d = 1 by GEBHARD
and VOLLHARDT(56].
For n = 1,
g = 0 one finds
C»0
~s = ( - I) j

.

(27 )

~7t"j

j:.~

~2j

,

where Si (7t"j) is the sine integral. The asymptoticbehaviourimplies a logarithmic divergenceat momentumQ, i.e. is of antiferromagneticorigin. Comparison
with the exactresult for the spin correlationfunctionfor the Heisenbergmodel
in the caseof j = 1, 2 and for largej, where[57] GjSS
- (-I)j j -1 (In j)1/2, shows
that P'G) yields excellentresults in d = 1(56]. The sameis true for hole-hole
correlations in the limit n ~ 1 and U = 00. Subsequently HALDANE[58] and
SHASTRY(59]
recognizedthat (2.7) is, in fact, the exact result for a spin-l/2
Heisenbergmodelwith an antiferromagneticexchangecouplingthat falls off as
l/j2, and that I P'G) is the exactground-statewavefunctionfor this model.This
peculiarexchangecouplingleadsto a partial frustration of the spin orientation,
and hencethe antiferromagneticcorrelationsare weaker than in the original
1

Heisenberg model. Recently KURAMOTO
and YOKOYAMA(60]
showed that
is exact even for n < 1, i.e. for the t-J model with

tij

- 1/li

1 P'G)

_j12 at t = J. The in-

vestigationof the GWF thus led, and continuesto lead(61,62], to very interesting, new developmentsin the field of strongly correlatedfermions.
We may now understandwhy the GWF, (2.3),which doesnot lead to a good
energyfor the Hubbard modelat large but finite U, can neverthelessbe an excellent wave function for the Heisenbergmodel[53]. Using the notation of
(1.11)we have for n = 1
(2.8a)

-

IP'HM)-Ip'eff)+

IX

-

2

2

uHkin Ip'eff)+ (9(t /U),

whereIX is someconstant.I P'HM)has preciselyone a-site,with one e-sitenext
to it. By contrast, the GWF for g ~ 0 has the form
(2.8b)

IP'G (g») = IP' G) + goI p'(1»)+ (9{g6),

where I p'(1»)are the wavefunctionsin IFS) with a singlea-site (and one e-site
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somewhere), and go = (U In U)-1. The spatial correlation between d- and e-

sites, described by the second terms in (2.8a), (2.8b), is seen to be strict in
(2.8a), but is quite unspecific in (2.8b). But it is precisely I p"(1»)which determines the ground-state energy of the Hubbard model at large but finite
U (I p" G) only yields zero energy). The logarithmic correction in (2.6) is, therefore, a consequenceof the insufficient density correlations in I p" (1») [53, 55]. On
the other hand, the calculation of the ground-state energy via the effective
model using (2.8b) only involves I P"G), i.e. is determined by the spin correlations which were found to be excellent in d = 1. Why are they so good? It seems
that this is mainly a consequenceof the spatial constraints causedby the low dimensionality. In d = 1 spatial correlations are even pronounced in the Fermi
gas and the projector P enhancesthem further. In higher dimensions the (spin)
correlations in the GWF become weaker and weaker. Nevertheless, the main
virtue of the GWF is its simplicity and explicitness. It is widely used in analytical and numerical treatments since it provides a straightforward starting point
for investigations in the large-U limit. For example, the (in)stability of the Nagaoka state may be investigated by means of a fully projected wave function
IP"G), (2.4), where I FS) is replaced by a ferromagnetic state with a single
flipped spin. In this way SHASTRY,KRISHNAMURTHY
and ANDERSON
[63] obtained a value of 0'~pper= 0.49 as an upper limit on the critical hole concentration
O'cabove which the Nagaoka state is unstable on a square lattice. This approach
has since been considerably refilled. In particular, extensive numerical studies
by VONDER LINDEN and EDWARDS[64]led to an improved estimate of O'~pper
=

= 0.29. It

appears that even this value can still be lowered considerably [65], such

that the region of stability of the Nagaoka state becomes very small.
2.2. The Gutzwiller approximation. - Besides introducing the wave function
(2.3), GUTZWILLER
[6, 49] constructed a nonperturbative approximation scheme
that allowed him to obtain an explicit expression for the ground-state energy of
the Hubbard model in terms of (2.3). We will later see that this «Gutzwiller approximation» (GA), when used to calculate matrix elements in terms of the
GWF, yields the exact result for d = 00. The idea behind the GA may be easily
understood [66] and will be illustrated below by calculating the norm (p" G I P"G).
Working in configuration space the Fermi sea can be written as
(2.9)

IFS)=2:

2: AiD I P"iD),
D {iD}

where I P"iD) is a spin configuration with D doubly occupied sites, with AiD as the
corresponding amplitude. The sum extends over the whole set {iD} of different
configurations with the same D and over all D. For a system with L lattice sites
and N" a-electrons, the number N D of different configurations in {iD} is simply

I
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given by
ND = L

(2.10)

L!

j.' L !.'D '.E '. '

where L" = N" - D and E = L - Nt - N! + D are the number of singly occupied and empty sites, respectively.SinceD is an eigenoperatorof I P'iD)'the
norm of 1P'G) takes the form
(2.11)

(p'G Ip'G)

= ~ g2D
D

~

I~D 12.

{iD}

If now lAiD[2 is assumedto be independentof the specificspin configuration
(wherebyspatial correlationsare neglected),this quantity is given by the classical probability of fmding anyone of the possiblespin configurations{iD} at
U = 0, i.e.
(2.12)

;

~

whereP,,(L, N,,) = 1/ [ ]
ducesto
"

(2.13)

IAiDI2=PjP!ND,

{iD}

= n~"(1 -

(p'G Ip'G)

n")L-N,,,with n" = N,,/L. Hence(2.11)re-

= Pj

p!

~ g2DND.
D

In the thermodynamic limit the sum in (2.13) is Qominated by its largest term

correspondingto a value D = 15, where 15 is determinedby (d = 15/L)
(2.14)

2

g =

d(1 - n j - n! + d)
-.
(n! - d)(nj - d)

The result (2.14), obtained within the above «quasi-chemicalapproximation», is
just the law of mass action, where g2 (instead of the Boltzmann factor) regulates
the dynamicalequilibriumbetweenthe «concentrations»
[n j - d] and [n! - d]

of singly occupiedsites, on one side of this «chemicalreaction»,and that of

doublyoccupied
sites,[a], andholes,[1 - n j - n! + a], on the otherside.(It

is interestingto note that (2.14),with g2 replacedby exp[ - .aU],is indeedan exact result in the caseof the Hubbard model with infinite-range hopping[67].)
Equation (2.14)uniquely relates d and g, such that g may be replacedby the
quantity d. The calculationof the expectationvaluesof the kinetic and the interaction energy of the Hubbard model proceedssimilarly[66]. The groundstate energy density as a function of the variational parameter d(g) is then
found as
(2.15)

E[d(g)]/L

=

~" q,,(d,nj

, n! )eo", + Ud,

which hasto be minimizedwith respectto d. Here eo",is the energyof noninter-
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acting a-electrons and q ~ 1 is an explicit function of d and n", which may be
viewed as a reduction factor of the hopping amplitude due to correlations; for
n t = n! one has q" = q = 2(1 - a - 2d)(W+8 + W)2/(1 - a2), where a = 1- n. BRINKMANand RICE[68] showed that in the special casen" = 1/2 (half-fIlled
band) the minimization of (2.15) yields
(2.16a)

q = 1 - U2 ,

(2.16b)

-d = 4"1 (1- -U),

(2.16c)

E/L=-leol(I-U)2,

where U = U/8! eo I and eo = eo t + eo! . Equation (2.16c)says that the energy
increases with U and vanishes at a finite critical value Uc = 81eo I, since the
density of doubly occupied sites d (and hence the reduction factor q) vanishes at

this point. The fact that Ekin,E1~ 0 for U ~ Uc meansthat the particles become localized, such that a charge current can no longer flow. So the GA, when
used in conjunction with the GWF, describes a metal-insulator transition at a
finite interaction strength «<Brinkman-Rice transition»). This transition is due
to a correlation-induced band narrowing and hence describes aMott-Hubbard
metal-insulator transition.
The Brinkman-Rice transition only occurs for n" = 1/2; for n" ~ 1/2 the

quantitiesq and d, and henceE, are finite for all U < 00 and only vanishin the
limit U ~ 00. Clearly, the transition to a localizedstate with E = 0 at a finite
Uc, found in the case n = 1,
know from sect. 1 that for
magnetically, which leads to
EAF cx - t2/U. This effect is

does not describe the entire physics. We already
U» t the localized spins are coupled antiferroa lowering of the energy E = 0 by an amount
not included in the GA, since spatial correlations

were explicitly neglected. (However, this approximation can be improved by
using the antiferromagnetic Hartree- Fock starting wave function Ipo0) in
(2.3).) Of course, the magnetic coupling is an additional effect (after all, it is obtained by 2nd-order perturbation theory from the localized state), i.e. is a consequenceof the underlying correlation effects which lead to the localized state in

the fIrst place.Therefore,as long as one is not too closeto U = Uc, the overall
results of the GA are not invalidated by the appearance of magnetic coupling,
and give important insight into the correlation-induced approach to the localized state.
2.3. Connection to Fermi-liquid theory. - The fact that the results of the GA
describe a correlated, normal-state (ie. paramagnetic) fermionic system allows
one to make contact with Landau's Fermi-liquid theory [66, 68]. For example, a
closer examination of the GA reveals that the «reduction factor» q in (2.15) is, in
fact, the discontinuity of the momentum distribution nk at the Fermi level and
may thus be identified with the inverse effective-mass ratio (m*/m)-l.
Since
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m*/m = q-l < 00 for U < Uc,the systemis a Fermi liquid,i.e. is a metal,in
this regime. At U = Uc the effective mass diverges and the system becomes an
insulator. This conclusion confirms the reasoning in subsect. 2'2, which was
based on the vanishing of d at U = Uc .
One can also use (2.15) to calculate the spin susceptibility XS and compressibility K within the GA[66,68]. For n" = 1/2, where m*/m = 1 + (1/3)Ff =
= 1/(1 - U2), the corresponding Fermi-liquid parameters are found as
(2.17a)

F8 = -1 +

!~

'

(1 + U)

(2.17b)
(2.17c)

F8=
Ff

1- 2
(1 - U)

=

- 1,

.

3U2
-2
1-U

Expanding (2.17) to second order in U,we find F8(U) = - 2U + 3U2, F8(U) =
= 2U + 3U2. This clearly shows the importance of two-particle correlation effects, which first enter at order U2: they characteristically change the linear U

behavioursuggested
by Hartree-Focktheory.For U ~ Uc,F8 levelsoff and
saturates at = - 3/4, while F8 increases much stronger than linearly and
eventually diverges. Qualitatively this behaviour is identical to the one found
within self-consistent 2nd-order perturbation theory for the Hubbard model in
d = 00 [41]. Furthermore, for U ~ Uc the Wilson ratio
(218)

.

Xs/X~
*/
m m

=

1 1F a
+ 0

~

cons.t

Sothe strongincreaseof Xsas a functionof U for U ~ Ucis mainly due to the
strong increase of m * / m and not due to an incipient ferromagnetic instability,
which would demand F8 ~ - 1.
It was fIrst pointed out by ANDERSON
and BRINKMAN
[69], and discussed in
detail by VOLLHARDT[66],that the behaviour expressed by (2.17) and (2.18) is
indeed observed in normal liquid 3He, which is an isotropic, strongly correlated
fermionic system of high density (the 3He atom behaves as a spin-l/2 fermion
due to the spin of the nucleus!). Namely, the effective mass m* and the spin
susceptibility XS are strongly enhanced, while the compressibility K is strongly
reduced. Normal liquid 3He has, therefore, been called an «almost-localized»
Fermi liquid [66, 69,70].
A generalization of the above model to a lattice gas «<cell»)model, where the
energy expression (2.15) is supplemented by a pressure term so that it allows
for a variable density n, was developed by VaLLHARDT,WOLFLE and ANDERSON[71] and applied to 3He. In the casethat the underlying lattice is taken as incompressible one finds that the particle density actually tends towards half-fil-
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ling as the localizationtransition is approached(this was tacitly assumedin the
abovemodel).In this limit the compressibilitynow stays finite. If the lattice is
given a finite compressibilityitself (after all, even the solid is compressible),
then the spurious localizationtransition disappearsaltogether. Thereby the
(unphysical)singular featuresof the result of the modelare removed,while the
essentialdependences
of m * and F~, F3 on pressure,which are in good agreement with experiment,remain[71]. In particular, the high-magnetic-fieldbehaviour is no longer singular, i.e. the magnetizationm(H) increasessmoothly [72], but stronger than found in the experiment[73]. The static propertiesare
nevertheless still determined by the «almost-localized»character of the
system.
To model the entropy RICEet al. [74] and SEILERet al. [75] extendedthe
Gutzwiller result (2.15)to finite temperaturesT, using essentiallyphenomenological arguments.Within the model considered,there are two important temperature regimes: i) for T« TF the system is a Fermi liquid, while ii) for
TF ~ T ~ U it showsclassicalbehaviour,but is still strongly correlated.In the
second temperature regime the entropy of the almost-localized fermions (d

= 0)

is boundedby kB In 2 per 3He atom, becausethe lattice sites are essentially
singly occupied.However,due to the large effectivemassm * 1m of the particles the entropy increasessharply at low temperatures
(2.19)

S(T)

= yT,

T«TF,

wherey m* 1m. Hencethe entropy reachesthe boundkB In 2 alreadyat some
low temperatureTo« TF, suchthat at higher temperaturesTo< T < U its increasemust go on muchslower.Consequentlythere must be a kink in S(T) and
in the specificheat cv(T) at T = To. This feature,which is indeedobservedin
liquid 3He at about 200mK [76], is even more pronouncedin two-dimensional
films of 3He at certain fIlling fractions[77] and seemsto be a natural consequenceof the almost-localizedcharacter of the particles.
(X

2.4.Derivation of the Gutzwiller approximation in d = 00. - To evaluatethe
expectationvalues(Hkin) and (HI) in terms of the GWF without using the GA,
we haveto expandthe product operatorin (2.3b)as a sum.SinceDi is a purely
local operator,the expectationvalue of an operatorift may be written as a sum
over different lattice sites only and takes the form
(2.20)

(ift)

=

L
00

19om(1

-

g2)m,

m=O

where 1 - g2 ~ 1 is the expansionparameter. In the case of Hkin and HI the coef-

ficients {9mare given by expressionslike (Dil" .Dim)o,(Dil ... c: Cja... Dim)o,
which now haveto be evaluatedin the noninteractingstate (notation("')0). In
the two limits d = 1 and d = 00 they can be calculated explicitly [34, 52]. This involves a diagrammatictheory which, in fact, is identical with the usual many-
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body, Feynman-diagramperturbation theory for the Hubbard model (i.e. a <,i>4
theory), The lines in a diagram correspond to the one-particle density matrix
(c,:;Cj,,)o,rather than the Green function Gi~,,,(w), and vertices correspond
to g2 - 1, rather than U. The important point is that in the limitd~
00 the dis-

g8, " =

tance dependenceof gi~," is identical to that of G8, ,,(w), (1.27). Hence the simplifications discussed in subsect. 1.5 for diagrams in terms of Gi~,,,(w) occur here,
too. In particular we have the same collapse phenomenon: if two vertices are
connected by more than two separate paths they collapse, as shown in fig. 1.5.
At the same time an additional simplification occurs, which is due to the fact
that we are working with a ground-state variational wave function: there is no
dynamics involved! So the nontrivial problem that remains in the many-body
perturbation theory for the Hubbard model in d = 00, namely the dynamics (expressedby the frequencydependence
of Gi~,,,(w», is absenthere: gi~",doesnot
depend on w at all. As a consequence,the irreducible self-energy 1:ij", (or,

rather, the diagrammaticquantity correspondingto 1:ij, " in the presentcontext)
not only obeys (1.28a), i.e. is a local quantity, but is even frequency-independent. Using skeleton diagrams (i.e. fully dressed lines where self-energy insertions are included) the self-energy 1:ii, " is then given by a sum of collapsed,
flower-shaped diagrams with m = 1, 3, 5, etc. «petals» (see fig. 1.5 for m =
= 3) [34, 78]. This sum is a closed, self-consistent equation for 1:ii, ,,' which in principle can be solved for arbitrary starting wave function IpoG). In the simplest
case, i.e. that of the translational invariant GWF, (2.3), 1:ii", is translational invariant, too, and may easily be determined. For example, in the special case
n" = 1/2 one finds 1:ii, " = 1 - g. This yields nk and d, which functionally depend

on 1:ij, ". The ground-stateenergyElL is then found to be given by (2.15),with
d = d(g), i.e. by the result obtained within the GA. So we discover that in the
limit d ~ 00 the Gutzwiller approximation yields the correct evaluation of expectation values calculated in terms of the Gutzwiller wave function [34,37].
Why? The answer lies in the large-d behaviour of the Fermi gas on which the
GWF is based: already for nearest neighbours is its density-density (or spinspin) correlation function of order lid small. This justifies the neglect of corre-

lationsin d =

00

as assumedby the GA. It also showsthat, in contrastto d = 1,

the GWF does not describe correlations adequately in high dimensions. A detailed analysis of the correlation functions for large separations in dimensions
1 ~ d ~ 00 by VAN DONGENet al. [79] shows that the Brinkman-Rice transition
(i.e. the transition at a finite Uc) only occurs in d = 00, but not in any finite dimension. Indeed, finite orders of perturbation theory in lid do not remove the
transition. On the"other hand, for d = 3 the results of the GA are found to be excellent if one is not too close to the transition [80]. Hence, in spite of the spurious transition, the results of the GA can be expected to be valuable even for finite-dimensional systems. This has been explicitly confirmed by its success in
the description of liquid 3He outlined in the previous subsection.
The equation for 1:ii, " given by the sum of collapsed, flower-shaped diagrams
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becomes quite difficult to solve--or even untractable-when it comes to calculating with generalized Gutzwiller-correlated wave functions of the form

IpoG) = gD Ipo0),

(2.21)

where I po0) is a somewhat more refined starting wave function. That has to do
with the fact that, in spite of the considerable simplifications arising from the
diagrammaticcollapsein d = 00, diagrams do survive. GEBHARD
[80] showed
that these problems vanish altogether when Ipo0) in (2.21) is written in the
form

Ipo0) = g - t !';.n;. Ipo0),

(2.22)

where Ipo 0) is again an arbitrary, normalized one-particle wave function and
the [J.i"are explicit functions of g and the local densities ni" = (POolni" I po0)' The
operator in (2.22) corresponds to a gauge transformation by which the local
chemical potentials (i.e. the local fugacities) can be chosen such that all Hartree

bubblesdisappearin d =

00.

With this reinterpretation all diagrammaticcalcu-

lations remain identical to the earlier ones-only the vertices are given a new
value and lines now correspond to
(2.23)

u8", = gi~",(1 - 6'iJ),

where now Ui~",= 0, and hence 1:ii, " = O. Consequently, in d = 00 diagrams vanish completely and results are obtained without the calculation of a single graph.
So what remains in d = 00 at all? First of all one finds that the «law of mass action», (2.14), is valid even locally and for arbitrary Ipoo)(even for those with
long-range order). Secondly, the expectation value of the Hubbard Hamiltonian
(1.4) in terms of (2.21), (2.22) assumes a general form for arbitrary Ipo 0), i.e.

(2.24)

(fl) = - t

2: 2:
w: ~ g8." + U 2:
di
"
i

(Ri,Rj)

,

di = (Di) and qicris given by q" in (2.15) with n" replaced by ni,,' In the
simple, translationally invariant case Ipo0) = I FS) the two wave functions Ipo0)
and Ipo0) are the same up to a trivial factor, and qi" = qi; thus (2.15) is
rederived.
The result (2.24) is identical with the saddle point solution of a slave-boson
approach to the Hubbard model introduced by KOTLIARand RUCKENSTEIN
[81]

where

(seesect.3). In fact, onefinds that in d =

00

the generalset of Gutzwiller-corre-

lated wave functions (2.21) with (2.22) reproduce the full set of static saddle
point equations of that approach. This provides a direct connection between two
seemingly different approaches. So the results of this slave-boson approach are

now knownto obey the variationalprinciple and to be valid for arbitrary

Ipo0)'

i.e. not only for a paramagnetic or antiferromagnetic state [81]. Given an arbit-
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spin wish to align antiferromagnetically at low temperatures «<Kondosinglet»).
Hence for T«TK, where TK = (W/2kB)exp[-1/IJIN(O)]
is the «Kondo temperature», the impurity spin has disappeared «<Kondoscreening»). Here Wand
N(O) are the band width and the density of states at the Fermi energy of the
conduction electrons, respectively. The energy kB TK corresponds to the binding
energy of the Kondo singlet. Hence, this singlet formation leads to a lowering of
the ground-state energy of the system by a nonanalytically small amount
kBTK.
For the periodic model, (2.25), RICE and UEDA[83] and BRANDOW
[84] introduced a correlated wave function in direct analogy with the GWF for the Hubbard model as

IP'PAM,O),

IP'PAM)
= gfjf

(2.26a)

where iJf refers to the double occupancy of felectrons and
(2.26b)

IP'PAM
0) = ll[l
,
k

+ a£alk~cka]IcFS)

is the ground-state wave function of the PAM for U

= O. Here IcFS) is the Fer-

mi sea of conductionelectronsand
(2.27)

-

2Vk

0 aka

Ef-Ek+[(Ek-Ef)

2

T72 1/2
+4Vfi]

is a measure of the hybridization strength Vk (which is here taken to be k-dependent for generality); Ek is the dispersion of the c-electrons. The choice of the
wave function (2.26) is also inspired by the wave functions used in the case of
the single-impurity model [85,86]. Since the number of felectrons is not conserved, the suppression of double occupancywould favour the transfer of I-electrons into the conduction band, thus changing the effective hybridization.
Therefore, not only g but also the entire function a£a, (2.27), are used as varia-

tional quantitiesto optimize IP' PAM).

Within the Gutzwiller approximation (GA) the ground-state energy of ffPAM
in terms of (2.26) is found as [83,87]
(2.28)

EdAM = EO - 2
U - 2
W exp[ - ~
~
UW ] .

Here EOis the average energy of the noninteracting c-electrons, and we asEf, i.e. Ef = - U /2, with n C= nf = 1
and hence the total density of electrons is given by n = 2 (half-filled band). The

sumed the «symmetriccase»Ef + U = -

appearanceof a nonanalyticterm in the ground-stateenergy,i.e. of a binding
energy that has the form known from the single-impurity Kondo problem,is
remarkable.(In fact, the exponentdiffers by a factor 2 from the single-siteexponent; this has been shownto be a genuinelattice effect[88].) The result in
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Evaluation

of the spin-spfu (CSS) and density-density

tions of the i-electrons for the I-dimensional
data of Shiba[90] are shown for comparison;
-

(VMCin d =

1),

CNN(d =

00

(CNN) correlation

func-

PAM,

using (3.30) [89]; the numerical
Css(d = 00 result in d = 1),
css

result in d = 1),000 CNN(VMCin d = 1),n = 1.75,U =

= 00, €f= 0, V= 0.5, t = 1.

(2.28) agrees with that obtained by the exact evaluation of (HpAM) in tenns of

I P'PAM)in d =
dimensions

00,

i.e. the GA once again yields the correct evaluation for high

[80].

It turns out that the d = 00 result may even be used to obtain accurate results in the extreme opposite limit, i.e. d = 1, by simply evaluating them with
the one-dimensional DOS [89]. This is evident from fig. 2.1, where the results
for the spin-spin and density-density correlation functions of the f-electrons in
the PAM obtained in this way are shown in comparison with numerical data for
d = 1 by SHIBA[90]. The agreement is found to be excellent, particularly if ef is
not too low. Even details like the Umklapp discontinuity at q = 2(n- - kF) are
borne out.
These results clearly indicate that the expectation values derived in the d =
= 00 limit may even be used to obtain quantitatively accurate results for low-dimensional systems. The reason for this appears to lie in the nature of the VWFs
under investigation: they are usually rather simple, being characterized by only
a small number of variational parameters, with the symmetry of the wave function more or less detennined by construction. Therefore, a practical strategy
for any investigation in tenns of Gutzwiller-correlated wave functions is to IIrst

evaluatethe quantitiesof interest in d = 00 (whichis alwayspossible)and then
use the exact d-dimensional DOS to obtain a good approximation
tation values in this particular dimension.

for the expec-

So far we have only shown that the d-dimensional ground-state properties of

I
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Fig. 2.2. - Ground-state energy E of the periodic Anderson model VB.interaction U, plotted as (E - U/2)/( -Eo) with Eo = E(U = 0), in d = 1: a) comparison of the results obtained from the paramagnetic Gutzwiller wave function (2.26a) and the spin density wave
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SDW, Gutzwiller-correlatedSDW, V/2t = 0.375;b) comparisonof the results obtained from the projected spin density wave with quantum Monte Carlo results by
BLANKENBECLER
et al. [91]: 0 MC,

-

Gutzwiller-correlated
SDW,V/2t = 0.375.

the PAM, when calculatedin terms of the wave function (2.26),can be determinedaccuratelydownto d = 1 by employingthe liIriit d = 00. This doesnot address the point of how good the results obtainedwith (2.26)are in absolute
terms, i.e. in comparisonwith the exact ground-state wave function. In
fig. 2.2a) the ground-stateenergy of the PAM in d = 1, measuredrelative to
ef = - a/2, as obtainedwith the paramagneticGutzwillerwave function (2.26),
is shown.It is comparedwith the results for a spin density wave function (see
below)which becomesexact in the limits a ~ 0 and a ~ 00. Obviously (2.26)
yields goodresults only for low a, while at large a the energy is much higher
than the exact asymptoticresult. The origin for this discrepancyat large a is
easily found: it is mainly due to the absenceof the (negative!)contribution to
the energy from second-orderperturbation theory in the hybridization V. Indeed, in the symmetric case and for large a perturbation theory in V
yields [91-93]

(2.29a)

-E~
L

= eo- -a - -2y2
2

L

2:
k
Ek" 0

(2.29b)

= eo-

a-

""2"

2y2
U'

1

a/2+ ek

+ (!){y3) ,

a»

leoI.

This result does not dependon the explicit configurationof I-electrons when
doubleoccupancyis excluded.In fact, the term oc - y2 /a is evenpresentfor a
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singlefspin and henceis not specificfor the periodicmodel.Hencethe secondorder shift in (2.29a)doesnot containany informationaboutthe magneticstate
of the system-this

only comes in at higher order, i. e. V4/ U2. SHIBA and

FAZEKAS
[92] showedthat the second-ordercontributionis automaticallygenerated by a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation[14] that leadsfrom (2.25)to an effective Hamiltonian (the Kondo lattice with antiferromagneticcoupling).
The overallfeaturesof the result for the ground-stateenergyof the PAM as
obtainedwith the Gutzwiller-typewavefunction (2.26)are similar to those observed in the caseof the Hubbard model[53]. Since the wave function introduces correlationsinto the noninteracting state, the energy comesout very
well for weak interactions(U~3t), but starts to deviateat larger valuesof U,
where the wave function is no longer controlled by someexact limit. In both
casesnonanalyticcontributionsare obtainedfor large U. The fact that the wave
function (2.26)for the PAM does not yield the second-ordershift oc- y2 / U
(which is energetically important, but conceptuallyrather trivial) and only
leadsto a nonanalyticallysmall, Kondo-likeenergy contribution(whichis energetically unimportant, but conceptuallysignificant) raises the question about
the reliability of this wavefunction.In particular, it is not clear whether the exponentiallysmall energy shift in (2.28)is a genuinefeature of the fmite-dimensionallattice model (PAM) at all, or whether it is simply an artefact of the approximation,i.e. is a residualfeature of the single-impuritymodelon which the
constructionof the wavefunction is based.In spite of someindicationssupporting the Gutzwiller results[94], this is still an open questionat present.
The failure of the Gutzwiller-typewave function IpoPAM) to describethe
large-U limit of the ground-stateenergy (2.29.0,)
correctly must obviouslybe attributed to the inadequacy of the starting wave function

Ipo

PAM,

0)'

Any im-

provement,therefore, has to begin at the level of this starting wave function.
For this purposewe will discussa new type of (projected)wavefunctionwhich
yields a very good ground-state energy already by itself; such that the
Gutzwiller projection only leads to a final improvement.RecentlySTRACK
and
the author[93] proposeda non-Gutzwiller-typewave function to describethe
PAM with an antiferromagneticallyordered state of felectrons. (Indeed we
know from experiment[95] that there exist heavy-fermionsystems,e.g. YbP,
U2Zn17,UCd11,UCU5,which exhibit antiferromagneticorder in the ground
state; due to the existenceof a magneticenergy gap the exponentiallysmall
Kondo-liketerms of the form discussedabovewill not be relevant then.) This
projectedwave function is given by
(2.30)

Ipo~~)= ClcFS)@ IfSDW).

It hasthe generalform (2.1)wherethe starting wavefunctionis a product state
of a Fermi sea of conductionelectronsand a spin density wave of i-electrons
(the product in (2.5a)extendsover all k with ek ~ 0), and the correlationopera-
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tor C = C2C1is givenby
(2.31a)

C1= exp [f; Vk (lk~ck" + Ck~lk")]'

(2.31b)

C2= exp [f; ekn£,,)]

with Vk and ek as k-dependent variational functions. In contrast to (2.26) the interactions are more or less already incorporated in the starting wave function,
while the correlation operator C1 introduces the hybridization and C2 controls
the quantum-mechanical motion of the I-electrons in f SDW) (note that In C2
has the form of a kinetic energy for the f-electrons). Since (2.30) is a two-particle product state, all expectation values in terms of 11JI'
~~) can be calculated
analytically for arbitrary dimension d. The variational quantities Uk and Vk,
with U& + V& = 1, ek and Vk have to be determined from the minimum of the
ground-state energy. It is easy to see that the ground-state energy for the PAM
obtained with 11JI'VlM) has the correct limiting behaviour at large U, i.e. contains the term cx -~/U,
as well as for small U[93]. However, at intermediate
U-values the energy is higher than that found numerically [91]. BRENIGand
MULLER-HARTMANN
[96] noted that the wave function (2.30) can be improved
by introducing an additional term so that the k-dependence of the c- and f-electrons is made symmetric. In this way they constructed the most general twoparticle product state of the form (2.30). For the symmetric PAM it can be written in the form of a single Slater determinant SDW ground state
1

(2.32)

11JI'~lM)=
2
=

n

k

n

Ek"O

n[ak,nCk:"+,Bk,nlk:,,+a(Yk,nck++Q,,,+O'k,nlk++Q,n)]IO),

"n=l

where ak, n, ,Bk,n, Yk,n' O'k,n are variational functions and n = 1,2 labelstwo orthogonal combinations. The expectation value of fIPAMin terms of (2.32) can be
expressed in closed form and the minimization can be performed in any dimension[96]. This provides an exact upper limit for the energy. The result for d = 1
obtained from the SDW, (2.32), is shown in fig. 2.2a). In comparison with the
results obtained from 11JI'~~) (not shown in the figure) the energy is found to
be quite a bit lower at intermediate U-values. Its good overall agreement with
the quantum Monte Carlo calculations by BLANKENBECLER
et al. [91] is quite
remarkable in view of the fact that (2.32) is only a single-particle wave function
without true two-particle correlations.
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6 = 6261 is given by

(2.31a)

61 = exp [:f: Vk (Jk~ Ck"+ Ck~
Jk")],

(2.31b)

62 = exp [:f: ikn£,,)]

with Vk and i k as k-dependent variational functions. In contrast to (2.26) the interactions are more or less already incorporated in the starting wave function,
while the correlation operator 61 introduces the hybridization and 62 controls
the quantum-mechanical motion of the i-electrons in If SDW) (note that In 62
has the form of a kinetic energy for the f-electrons). Since (2.30) is a two-particle product state, all expectation values in terms of Ipo~~) can be calculated
analytically for arbitrary dimension d. The variational quantities Uk and Vk,
with U& + V& = 1, ik and Vk have to be determined from the minimum of the
ground-state energy. It is easy to see that the ground-state energy for the PAM
obtained with IpoVlM)has the correct limiting behaviour at large U, i.e. contains the term IX -y2 jU, as well as for small U[93]. However, at intermediate
U-values the energy is higher than that found numerically [91]. BRENIGand
MULLER-HARTMANN
[96] noted that the wave function (2.30) can be improved
by introducing an additional term so that the k-dependence of the c- and f-electrons is made symmetric. In this way they constructed the most general twoparticle product state of the form (2.30). For the symmetric PAM it can be written in the form of a single Slater determinant SDW ground state
(2.32)

Ipo?lM)
=
2
=

n

k

Ek .. 0

n

n[<Xk.nCk:"+,Bk,nJk:,,+IJ"(Yk,nCk++Q,,,+O'k,nJk++Q,n)]IO),

"n=l

where <Xk,
n, ,Bk,n, Yk,n' O'k,n are variational functions and n = 1,2 labelstwo orthogonal combinations. The expectation value of iiPAM in terms of (2.32) can be
expressed in closed form and the minimization can be performed in any dimension[96].This providesan exactupper limit for the energy.The result for d = 1
obtained from the SDW, (2.32), is shown in fig. 2.2a). In comparison with the
results obtained from Ipo~~) (not shown in the figure) the energy is found to
be quite a bit lower at intermediate U-values. Its good overall agreement with
the quantum Monte Carlo calculations by BLANKENBECLER
et al. [91] is quite
remarkable in view of the fact that (2.32) is only a single-particle wave function
without true two-particle correlations.
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Fig. 2.3. - Square o.f the local magnetization, m; , of the f-electrons in the periodic Anderson model VB. interaction in d = 1: the variational results [96, 97] (see fig. 2.2a») are
compared with Monte Carlo (MC) results [91]: -. -. - Gutzwiller (paramagnetic), 0 MC,
SDW, Gutzwiller-correlated SDW, V/2t = 0.375.

One may now proceedeven further by considering Ipo~lM) as a starting
wave function itselj; on which the Gutzwiller projector is applied.This leadsto
yet another improvement,namely the projected wave function[97]

IPO~lM)
= giJf IPO~lM),

(2.33)

where 9 is an additionalvariational parameter.Now exact analytic evaluations
in terms of (2.33)can only be performedin d = 00. However,from our earlier
experiencewe may expectthat, by evaluatingthe d = 00 result with the d-dimensionalDOS, accurateresults can evenbe obtaineddown to d = 1, which is
the most unfavourablelimit for the d = 00 approach. The results by GULAGSIet
al. [97] in fig. 2.2a),b) (full line) obtainedin this way show that this is indeed
the case. Of course, the improvement mainly concernsthe intermediate U
regime.In fact, the U2 contribution,which is due to genuinetwo-particlecorrelations and henceis absent in the wave function (2.32),is now found to agree
well with perturbation theory. Other, more sensitive,quantities like the local
magnetizationmz of the i-electrons,where m; = «ni t - ni t )2), can alsobe calculated. In these casesthe correlation factor in (2.33)is found to be important [97] and even leads to significant qualitative changesof the results obtained with the uncorrelatedwave function (2.32)[96], as shown in fig. 2.3.
In view of the accuracyof the d = 00 approachin dimensionsas low as d = 1,
one can be sure that the results for d = 2, 3 will be excellent[97].Theseresults
may serveas a benchmarkfor future analyticor numericalworks, suchas quantum Monte Carlo calculations,which are very demandingin d > 1.
5
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3, - Projection with auxiliary particles under slave conditions,
3'1. Hubbard operators. - The fact that in the strong-coupling limit the local
constraints are stressed, forcing one to work in a restricted Hilbert space without doubly occupied sites, is clearly expressed in the projected Hubbard model
(1.7). The use of projected local operators Xi" as in (1.7c) leads to a seemingly
simple form of the Hamiltonian. To exploit this simplicity HUBBARD
[98] formulated an «atomic representation» of the Hubbard model in terms of local operators by starting from the atomic limit (t = 0), where
(3,1)

fIt=o

= 2: hi ,
Hi

hi = (J.2:
"

ni" + ubi,

and the chemical potential has been explicitly included. The eigenstates of hi

are given by {Iia)}, where a = 0, a, d corresponds
to an emptysite (a = 0), a

= i , ~) or a doubly occupied site (a = d, or a = 2).
The eigenvalue equation is defined by hi Jia) = €ia lia). The atomic limit may be
used as a starting point for a perturbation theory in the hopping t, which has recently been formulated in a systematic and computer-tractable way by
simply occupied site (a = a

METZNER [99].

The eigenstates lia) lead to the defmition of the so-called Hubbard or X
operators
(3.2)

Xi~{3 =

Iia)([3iI

which causea transition from a state [3to a state a of the «atom» at site Ri, while
leaving all other sites unchanged. These operators have the properties
(3.3a)

(Xi~{3)+= Xf" ,

(3.3b)

Xi~{3Xi~' (3'= a~'{3xi~{3',

(33
.c )
(3.3d)

[X-~{3i,j X-~'{3' ] :!:-"ij"~'{3i
-" [ "

X-~{3' -"~{3'i'
+"
X-~'{3 ]

2:Xi== 1 .
~

Clearly the X-operators obey a complicated, noncanonical algebra and are projection operators (X2 = X) only if a = [3. The completenessrelation (3.3d) allows
one to express any local operator ~ as
( 3.4)

~ =2:(iaI~ l[3i)Xi~{3,
~,{3

e.g. Ci" = Xio" + aXi-"d, ni" = Xi"" + Xidd and bi = Xidd, In particular, the projected c-operator in (1.7) is precisely given by PiCi~ = Xi"o, In this representation the Hubbard interaction term fIr reduces to a sum over Xidd. In the limit

.
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where d-sites are absent,the Hubbard model then takes the simple

form
(3.5)

fIt

=- t

L L Xi"o XjO" .
(Ri.Rj)

"

Of course, the simple form is deceptive in view of the complicated algebra for
the X-operators.
Using this representation, HUBBARD
[98] attempted to study the excitation
spectrum of the model by linearizing the equation of motion for the X-operators.
However, this decoupling is uncontrolled and leads to a violation of sum rules as
has been explained by RUCKENSTEIN
and SCHMITT-RINK
[100]. These authors

also showedthat by introducing an N-fold spin degeneracy,G" = 1, ..., N, conserving approximations of the equation of motion can be performed in the limit
of large N (see also ref. [35]).
3'2. Slave bosons.- The X-operators are based on a purely fermionic representation in terms of the original c-operators, e.g. jiG") = Ci~ liO), the reference

state being the empty state liO). Unfortunately the latter state cannot serve as
a convenient starting point: there is no Wick's theorem for such states and
hence the usual quantum field-theoretical methods cannot be applied. However, it is possible to express Xiaf3exactly in terms of products of fermion and boson operators which obey canonical commutation rules, as first discussed by
BARNES[101] and COLEMAN
[102] in the context of the single-impurity Anderson model (SIAM). (The idea of a bosonic representation is quite old and originates in the work of Holstein and Primakoff and, of course, Schwinger on spin
models; see Mattis' book [103].) In particular, the empty site itself is now created from a new, total vacuum Ivac) by application of a boson operator ei+ as

= ei+ Ivac),

(3.6a)

liO)

(3.6b)

I iG")= A~ /vac),

(3.6c)

lid)

= di+

Ivac),

while singly occupied sites, having fermionic character, are described by
fermion operators A~ as before and the d-sites, with their two electrons of opposite spin and total spin zero, are also created by bosonic operators di+ . Accordingly, we have, for example,
(3 7)
P - X 0" - +
)( I ~+ = - + ~

.

- -

Ci" i =

-i

-

- Ivac

ei

vac Ji"

-

ei

Jjg

and the original electrons are represented by
(3.8)

.

Ci"= ei+Jjg + G"A~"di

This shows that by the construction (3.6) the Hilbert space has been considerably enlarged. It now contains a bosonic part, leading to many unphysical

.
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states. Since ei, di and Jiu are supposed to obey canonical bosonic and fermionic
commutation rules, (3.8) implies that these auxiliary operators must fulfIl the
local constraint (3.3d), i.e.
(3.9)

Qi = n! +

2:n~ + nid -

1=

0,

a

where n! = ei+ei, etc. Equation (3.9) guarantees that the site Ri is either empty, singly occupied or doubly occupied. Through this constraint the bosons are
«slaved»-hence their name «slave bosons». In particular (3.9) does not allow
them to form a macroscopic condensate as in the case of free bosons.
The t-J model, (1.9), then becomes
(3.10)

- =

HtJ

'"

-+jjaeiej
- - -+ + J '" -+ - -+ - ]
'" [ - tfia
2 .Lt fia jjajja' fia' .

.Lt

.Lt

(Ri. Rj)

a

_

a'

Since the t-J model is defined on the Hilbert space without d-sites, the constraint (3.9) reduces to n! + 2: n{a = 1 in this case.
a

Taking a lattice with one electron per site as a reference state, the creation
of an empty site, ei+ Ivac), may also be viewed as the creation of a hole with spin
zero and charge ( + e) «<holon»);in this case];; Ivac) correspondsto the creation
of a spin crwith charge zero «<spinon»).The projected electron, (3.7), is, therefore, a composite object obtained by first removing a spin crwith zero charge
and then creating a hole with charge (+ e) from the vacuum. Spin and charge
degrees of freedom of the «real» electron are thus carried by separate fields and
it is only through the constraint (3.9) that the necessary confmement of these
fields for each physical electron is guaranteed. However, this separation is not
unique since the above slave-boson representation is not the only one possible
(see below); in fact, a «slave representation» may equally use Schwinger bosons
for I icr) and spinless fermions for I iO) and lid) [104,105].
It is clear that the rewriting of fI and fItJ in terms of slave bosons does not
solve (or even simplify) the actual many-body problem described by these models. (This is easily seen in the solution of a toy model, e.g. a single site without
kinetic energy, which is simple to solve by standard methods [3] but becomes
quite cumbersome in the slave-boson representation [106].) Indeed, one has
traded a problem involving complicated operators by one that involves canonical operators tied by complicated constraints. One can only hope that, in analogy with the single-impurity Anderson model [82] discussed in sect. 2 (see[107]),
reliable approximations now also become possible for these lattice models, i.e.
that an approximation of the constraints involving many new particles (in particular the bosons, which are sometimes simpler to treat than fermions) is less
radical and damaging than an approximation of the original fermionic problem.
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It should be mentioned that approximate treatments of the t-J model,
(3.10b), usually start from one of several possible mean-field decoupling
schemesof the J-term and then include fluctuations around the mean-field solution. The relevant low-energy fluctuations are described by gauge fields; this
important approach will not be discussedhere and we refer the reader to ref. [2]
and the work by IOFFE and LARKIN[108] and LEE and NAGAOSA
[109].

3.3. Application to the periodic Anderson model at U =

00.

- Expressing

the strongly correlated I-electrons in the PAM, (2.25), in terms of the auxiliary

particles ei, Jia, di, while leaving the conduction electrons Ci" unchanged, one
rmds in the limit U
(3.11)

=

fIPAM

00

= fI~ +

2:

[efn{" + V(ci~A"ei+ + h.c.)],
Rio"

where the local constraint (3.9) with nid = 0 has to be fulfilled. This constraint
guarantees that a conduction electron can turn into an I-electron only if the flevel is empty. It may be included into (3.11) by introducting Lagrange multipliers Xi (real scalar quantum fields) for each site as
(3.12)

fIPAM = fIPAM

+ 2:Xi Qi .
Ri

The constraint is enforced by demanding Xi to be time-independent. We observe that fIPAM - fIhyb, where fIhyb is the hybridization term in (3.11), only depends bilinearly on ci",A", ei" and can hence be immediately diagonalized. Indeed, the canonical commutation rules for these fields make the application of
Wick's theorem possible in spite of the existence of strong interactions. However, the complications have only been shifted to fIhyb. It is now a three-particle
interaction term, where c- and f~electrons are coupled by a bosonic field. As discussedin detail by AUERBACH
and LEVIN[110], MILLIS and LEE [111] and COLEMAN[112], one may start to extract information from (3.11) by performing a
mean-field approximation in analogy with the single-impurity model [107]. The
bosons ei are then assumedto be classical variables, which are replaced by their
space-and time-independentexpectationvalues,i.e. ei ~ (ei) = \f;;e, and simi-

larly Xi ~ (Xi) = ). for the Lagrangemultipliers. This meansthat the local constraint Qi = 0 is replaced by the much weaker, global one (Qi) = nf + n e - 1 = 0
for the overall particle densities of bosons and fermions.
We note that, while the original Hamiltonian was symmetric under a simultaneous gauge transformation
(313)

.

j

j

Ji,,~Jiae',

i~

-

- i~'

ei~eie',

the above mean-field assumption breaks this symmetry. Hence the bosons now
do form a macroscopic condensate: the relaxation of the local constraint to a
global one «breaks the chains» of the slave bosons and hence allows them to
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Bose-condense. At some temperature

T cBthere will then exist a transition

to a

normal state with n e = 0 and the c- andi-electrons becomecompletelydecoupled. This is clearly an artefact of the mean-fieldapproachwhere the (large!)
fluctuationsaround (ei) are neglected.This will make it impossibleto describe
the crossoverto high temperaturescorrectly.To introduceand control the fluctuationsonemay generalizethe abovemodelto includean arbitrary spin degeneracy -J ~ Q" ~ J, with N = 2J + 1 states. For N ~ 00 fluctuations are suppressed, i.e. the mean-field theory becomes exact, while I/N corrections destroy the spurious long-range order by fluctuations [113]. Most recently KROHA,
HIRSCHFELD,
MUTrALIB and WOLFLE[114] showed that the unwanted Bose condensation is naturally inhibited if the Bose spectral function Ae (w) is allowed to

acquirespectralweightat W < 0, whereit becomes
negativeitself, i.e.

f

0

00

(3.14)

1
ne = ""it:"

dwAe(w)fBE(w)

T-+O
~

1
-""it:"

-00

f dwAe(w)> 0

-00

with fBEas the Bose-Einsteindistribution. Therebythe authorsare able to separate the constraintproblem from that involving the actual intrinsic dynamics.
Using a self-consistent,conservingperturbation theory for the slave particles,
they are then ableto obtain a correct descriptionof the single-impurityproblem
at low and high temperatures,including the crossover,for all degeneracies
N.
Under the mean-fieldassumptionthe Hamiltonian (3.12)becomes
H MF H c
'" [ - -f
T~( - + j
"I T f ,
(3.15)
PAM= kin + L.I 8:fni"+ 1'1
Ci"Ji"+ h.c.)] + I\LIn

-

-

Ri'"
which is precisely the noninteracting model (U
ters €f

= cf +

A and

V = Vi=-;tV.

= 0) with

renormalized parame-

It shouldbe stressedthat (3.15)may equally

be obtained without the use of slave bosons. Indeed, on a pure mean-field level
the latter are not essential here. The renormalization of V is just that given by
Fermi's golden rule for the transition rate r between c- and i-states when the
average probability for finding an unoccupiedi-level is given by 1 - nt, i.e. r =
= 7rV2N( 0). The mean-field Hamiltonian (3.15)may easily be diagonalized(for details see ref. [3]). One obtains two renormalized quasi-particle bands
(3.16)

Ek:t

= !{Ck+€f:!:[(Ck-€f)2+4V2P/2},

where €f - (J.= V2/(ckF - (J.)= IlE and (J.= E~ is the chemical potential. Hence
the renormalized i-level is found to lie slightly above (J..Minimization of the free
energy FlfIlM determines A and nf as A = 2N(0) y2 In «(J./1lE)

=1(3.17)

= Icf

- (J.I

and nf

=

IlE /2N ( 0) y2. The characteristic energy scale is then given by
IlE = kB To = (J.exp[-18:f- (J.1/2N(0)~].

For large negativeCf -

(J. and small

~ the associatedcharacteristictemperature
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Tois, therefore,seento be much smallerthan the Fermi temperature,To« TF,
and can be viewedas the analogueof the Kondo temperaturefor the caseof a
lattice of impurities. In the ground state the systemis hencefound to gain an
exponentiallysmall energy, namely kBTo, by the hybridization. This ground
state may be interpreted as one given by Kondo-screenedspins, where the
screeningmust necessarilybe a collectiveeffect.
The aboveresults essentiallyreproducethose obtainedfrom a (slave-boson)
mean-fieldtheory for the single-impuritymodel[107].They becomeexactin the
limit of large spin degeneracy,N~ 00[110-112].Hencelattice effectsappearto
be suppressedin the large-N limit and enter explicitly only via a IIN expansion. GEBHARD
[88] showedthat the ground-stateresults can equally be obtained from a Gutzwiller wave function, (2.26a), with spin degeneracy N

~

00,

which proves that the energy obeysvariational bounds.
By calcUlatingthermodynamicproperties within the slave-bosonapproach
one finds[110-112]that the linear specific-heatcoefficienty and the magnetic
susceptibilityXs are strongly enhancedby an effective-massfactor m * 1m - TFITo» 1, while the Wilsonratio, (2.18),is equalto unity (in the N ~ 00 limit). This is, of course,just what is found in heavy-fermionsystems,whoseproperties showmany similaritieswith those of normal liquid 3Hediscussedin sect.
2. Hencethe aboveresults seemto give a qualitativeexplanationof thesestriking features of heavy-fermionsystems.
As far as the transport propertiesof heavy-fermionsystemsare concerned,
it is a well-knownexperimentalfact that the temperaturedependences
of the
resistivity of individual heavy-fermion(HF) and intermediate-valence
(IV) systems can be quite different, the two most characteristicdependencesbeing
schematicallyshownin fig. 3.1a).Both dependences
are found in HF as well as
IV systems.Hence a resistivity maximum,followedby a decreaseof p(T) for
higher temperatures,is not characteristicfor HF systems(whereit is often interpreted as a remnant of the Kondo effect), but is also seenin IV systems.
Similarly, the temperature dependenceof the thermopower of individual
HF IIV systemshas anyone of the typical dependences
shown in fig. 3.1b).
p (T)

Q (T)

0
0

T
a)
b)
Fig. 3.1. - Typical temperature dependenceof a) the resistivity and b) the thermopower of
heavy-fermion and intermediate-valence systems.
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(However, Q(T) always has a large absolute value, always shows an extremum
at some low temperature and may even change sign.) Hence the different T-dependences of p(T) and Q(T) observed do not distinguish between HF and IV
systems.

In the aboveslave-boson
mean-fieldtheory the limit U =

00

was taken from

the beginning, and the strong renormalization of m * 1m etc. resulted from a
Kondo-type screening of f-electrons. On the other hand, YAMADAand YOSIDA[115] showed that large mass enhancements m * 1m etc. are already obtainable in 2nd-order perturbation theory in U relative to the nonmagnetic HartreeFock state. Hence even the weak-coupling limit can lead to considerable insight
into properties of (2.25) at large U. Employing self-consistent 2nd-order perturbation theory, so that Luttinger's sum rules are fulfilled, and exploiting the
simplifications occurring in the large-dimension limit, SCHWEITZER
and CZyCHOLL[116] recently calculated the d.c. conductivity o-(T) and Q(T) in d = 00

from the Kubo formula. Current vertex correctionsvanish in the limit d = 00
(the current is odd in parity, while l::(w), which is purely local, is even[117]).
Therefore,the two-particle propagatorentering in the Kubo formula (1.20)reducesto a product of two one-particlepropagators.The conductivityin a fixed
direction and the thermopowerare then given by

f

00

o-(T) = e2a2-d
2irh t2

(3.18a)

dE ( -

aE
af ) L(E),

-00

(3.18b)

Q(T) =

-fr

f dE (- .fE)(E - (J.)L(E)I f dE(- .fE) L(E),

where
(3.19)

£(E) = -L2

2: 2:ImGij,~(E+iO+)ImGfi,~(E

+ iO+).

(Ri'Rj} ~

Herefis the Fermi function, a is the lattice constant and GiJ, is the Greenfunc~

tion of the conductionelectrons.(Note that becauseof the scaling(1.25)0- is formally of order (1 I d) small, since it is a two-point correlation function; however,

0-It2is fmite..)For €J= - 0.5,U=1 and V= 0.4 (in units oft") and setting d = 3
in t2 = t*2/2d there remainsonly one free parameter,nwt, by which p(T) and
Q(T) can be changed.The authors[116] then found that the limiting temperature dependences
shownin fig. 3.1, as well as the full intermediaterange, can
be reproducedby only a slight variation of ~ot. Even the absolutemagnitude
comesout correctly in this way. Theseresults showthat the PAM can indeed
account for the overall temperature dependenceof transport properties of
HF IIY systems.They also indicatethat the relevant scatteringmechanismresponsiblefor this T-dependence
is mainly due to scatteringof conductionelectrons from the correlatedf-electrons (i.e. scattering from local spin fluctua-
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tions). Clearly the large-d limit captures the essential aspects of transport phenomena even in three-dimensional systems.
Within the slave-bosontheory the charge susceptibility is found to be almost
unrenormalized. Furthermore, since the magnetic coupling (RKKY) between
spins doesnot yet enter at order 1/N in a 1/N expansion(one has to include 1/N2
correction for that), the important interplay between Kondo screening and spin
interaction can only enter at order 1/N~, a ~ 3. It is not clear whether such an
expansion is tractable at all and, if so, whether it is sufficient to describe actual
systems where N = 2. In fact, it seems reasonable to assume that an infinite
npm,Qerof 1IN corrections have to be included for that. This may, for example,
be achievedwithin a self-consistent approach as worked out by KROHAet al. [114]
(see eq. (3.14». Thereby the authors are able to arrive at a correct description of
the single-impurity model at all temperatures and all N.
3'4. Labelling of fermionic spin and charge degrees of freedom with slave
bosons.- The origin for the asymmetry in the treatment of spin and charge fluctuations within a straightforward 1IN expansion may be traced back to the fact
that, while charges are described by bosons, spins are exclusively decribed by
fermions. This fundamental difference will generally come to light in an approximate treatment. A formulation without the above asymmetry, i.e. a representation of fermionic charge and spin degrees of freedom completely in terms of
bosonic labels, was introduced by KOTLIARand RUCKENSTEIN
[81]. It was inspired by the ideas entering the Gutzwiller approximation (see subsect. 2'2)
and the simplicity and quality of the results of this approximation for the
ground-state energy (2.16) of the Hubbard model in terms of the Gutzwiller
wave function. In this representation four auxiliary bosons €i, Pi", di are introduced to label each one of the four local states lia) as
liO) = €i+

(3.20a)

I iO")= A~

(3.20b)
(3.20c)

lid)

Ivac),

Pi~ Ivac),

=A+tA+! di+ Ivac)

with A" as (pseudo)fermion states. The squares of the classical values of these
fields are supposed to give the occupation probabilities for the four states. Now
one has even more auxiliar particles than in the BarnesI Coleman formulation
presented in subsect. 3.3, i.e. the Hilbert space becomeseven larger, and hence
it is necessary to enforce more constraints to eliminate the unphysical states. In
fact now there exist two local slave conditions
(3 21a)
Q
- (1) = n.e+ '" nP + n!l - 1 = 0

.

(3 21b)

.

1

1

LJ

"

t"

t

,

Q
- (2) = nf - nP - n!l
1<1

t"

1"

1

=0.

The first constraint, (3.21a), involves only bosons and may be viewed as their
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completenessrelation: a site is either empty, singly occupied or doubly occupied.
The second constraint, (3.21b), links bosons with fermion states and expresses
the fact that a site carrying an electron with spin 0" can either be singly or doubly
occupied. The physical electron described by Ci~is then represented by
(3.22)

Ci~ -+

zi~A~,

Zia= ei+ Pia + Pi~~di ,

where Zi~makes sure that the annihilation of a spin 0" either leadsto a statewith

a (- 0")-spinor to an emptysite.
3.5. Application to the Hubbard model. - Using (3.21), (3.22) the Hubbard
model (1.4) takes the form [81]
(323)
.

fI=-t

~ Lot
~i:+;.
Lot
Ji~Jj~
(R R ) ~

z.+z.
~~ :1~+u~n!l+~
Lot ~

., )

R

..

(

Lot ),(1)
, Q
-~1)
~
R

)

+ Lot
~'(2)
J\i~ Q
-(2»
i~ ,
~

where the local constraints are enforced by three Lagrange multipliers ),~1),),~~)
per site (again real scalar quantum fields) which are required to be time-independent. We note that the complicated Hubbard interaction now has a very
simple form (as in (3.10a»).The prize one has to pay for that is a complicated kinetic energy where fermions and bosons are coupled. However, the fermionsJia
are seen to appear only bilinearly in (3.23), i.e. they do not interact with each
other any more, since their interaction is carried entirely by bosonic fields. The
fermions can, therefore, be eliminated from the problem «<integrated out») as is
easily done in a functional-integral formulation [81]. In this way the partition
function Z for the d-dimensional Hubbard model-a model for interacting
fermions-has been expressed exactly in terms of purely bosonic variables with
a complicated interaction originating from the kinetic-energy operator. Since,
loosely speaking, bosons are in general simpler to treat than fermions, one may
now hope that, on an approximate level, the strong-coupling limit becomes
more tractable.
We start again with a mean-field approximation, corresponding to a paramagnetic saddle point of the corresponding functional integral [81]. All bosons
are replaced by real, site- and time-independent c-numbers as

= ~ = yi-=-;+d,

(3.24a)

ei-+ (ei)

(3.24b)

Pi~-+(Pi~)
= w= y;;~,

(3.24c)

di-+ (di) = W = \!d,

and the same for the Lagrange multipliers: ),~1)-+A (1), ),~;)-+ .).~2).In (3.24) we
used the notion for the density of doubly occupied sites, d, etc. introduced in
subsect. 2.2. The local constraints are thereby again relaxed to global constraints: Qi(.1)-+(Qi(1»)= 0, Qf~)-+(Qi(~») = o. In particular, the constraint fac-
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tors in the kinetic energy become
(3.25)

= Y2d(1- 2d),

Zi,,-+(Zi")

where we assumedn" = 1/2 for simplicity. At U = 0, where d = 1/4, one,therefore, fmds that the renormalization is given by (Zi,,) = 1/2, instead of unity.
This is obviously an error caused by the decoupling approximation in which constraints are only fulfilled on average. This problem my be cured by noting that
in the enlarged Hilbert space there exist many different Hamilton operators f1
which in the physical subspace all have the same properties [81]. Hence, by introducing additional normalization factors into the kinetic energy as
(3.26)

-

-

Zil1-+Zi" =

-

1

1

- fir-"
\111-- fitn-.d-- fi&
Zi" Y1 n-P
1-fi.e-fiP
fit

~~"

~

'

~-"

the eigenvalue problem for f1, (3.23), is not changed, since in the physical subspace the additional factors in (3.26) have eigenvalues 1 and, therefore, play no
role in any exact treatment of the constraints. This liberty may be exploited to
ensure that on a mean-field level, where
(3.27)

-

-

..

r::-

Zi,,-+(Zi,,) = Vqi"=~

/8d( 1 - 2d)
n(2-n)

for n" = n/2, one has (Zil1) = 1 for U = O. Of course, the exact kinetic energy,
i.e. the interaction between the bosons, is now exceedingly complicated.
The paramagnetic saddle point is seen to be identical to the result of the
Gutzwiller approximation, (2.15), which becomes exact in d = 00 [34,80]. More
generally, the set of all saddle point solutions is identical to the ground-state re~
sult (2.24) obtained with an arbitrary Gutzwiller wave function (2.21)[80,88].
This conclusion is also valid for the PAM. Hence there is a direct connection between the above slave-boson representation and Gutzwiller wave functions: the
saddle point solution with a given, built-in broken symmetry agrees with the

results obtainedin d =

00

from the Gutzwillerwavefunctionwith the samebro-

ken symmetry. Both results may be applied to a d-dimensional system by evaluating the results with the d-dimensional density of states. This connection is
not entirely surprising since the slave-boson formalism by KOTLIARand RUCKENSTEIN[81] was modelled after the Gutzwiller results. We now learn that i) the
Gutzwiller results can be obtained even without explicit wave functions (which,
in principle, allows one to improve the theory systematically, and extend the
theory to finite temperatures), and ii) in the ground state the saddle point solution satisfies variational bounds. From our experience with Gutzwiller-projected wave fucntions we can expect the quality of the mean-field results to be
good. Indeed, LILLY, MURAMATSU
and HANKE[118] found that for the Hubbard
model in d = 2 the saddle point solution with broken A-B symmetry is in very
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good agreement with quantum Monte Carlo results for local observables over a
wide range of interactions (0 < U~20t) and particle densities (0 < n ~ 1). Similarly, STRACKand VOLLHARDT[89]showed that the limit of high dimensions
can be used to obtain accurate variational results even for low-dimensional (d =
= 1,2) fermionic systems such as the Hubbard model and the PAM (see
sect. 2).
The saddle point solution may also be used at T > 0 to obtain the corresponding partition function Zsp = L: exp [ - ,BEn],and thereby the free energy F sp.
n

The quality of Zsp was elucidated by GEBHARD
[88], who showed that the energies En in the sum correspond to the energy expectation values
(3.28)

En=

(P'~) IHIp'~»)
(p'~)Ip'&n»)

=(P'nIHefflp'n),

where I p'~») = gD Ip'n) (n = 0,1,2...) with Ip'n=o) as the exact ground state
of the noninteracting effective Hamiltonian Heff, and IP'n) are excited states of
Heff. The problem is that the IP' &n»)are not orthogonal (see also ref. [75]). Only
low-lying excitations may be described in this way, while higher excitations (in
particular charge excitations which are always suppressed by the correlation
operator) cannot be described adequately. Hence the saddle point free energy
is, at best, applicable at low T (Fermi-liquid regime) [88]. WOLFLEand LI [119]
showed that one-loop corrections to the saddle point solution provide a T3 In T
spin fluctuation contribution to the specific heat. In this and other calculations
it is important to employ a manifestly spin-rotation-invariant formulation of the
Kotliar-Ruckenstein slave-boson theory [120], which in its original formulation [81] depends on the choice of the quantization axis (for a clear exposition, as
well as a detailed derivation and discussion, see[121]). In particular, it requires
the replacement of Pi<1
by a scalar (spin 0) boson and a vector (spin 1) boson as
(3.29)

-

- -- ~1

+
+
Pia -+ Piaa'

3

- -

~
+(
.L., Pilt 't"It )aa' ,

v2 It=O
where 't"It are the Pauli matrices.

3.6. Local gauge symmetry. - We wish to determine the symmetry of the
Hubbard model, (3.23), under local gauge transformations of the four bosonic
variables
(3.30)

.

- -+ bie1
- .~~()
bi
or,

b = e, d, Pa.

Both the interactionterm and the constraintsare determinedby pure densities
hi+ hi and are thus invariant under this transformation, implying a U( 1) x

x U(I) x U(I) x U(I) = U(I)~4 symmetry. However, the kinetic energy does
not have this invariance and the substitution (3.30) leads to additional terms.
JOLICOEUR
and LE GUILLOU[122] noted that the latter can be absorbed into the
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Lagrange multipliers A~l), A~;) as
(3.31a)

(331b)
.

A~l) ~

A~l)

-i

~
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'

~1!'-~~
~a
~a
aT ( 't'
~
't'~ ) .
A~2)~A~2)+i-E-

However, since there are only three Lagrange multipliers, this requires that
the phases obey the constraint ifir+ ifi~= 2: ifif'. Hence the Hamiltonian (or the
corresponding action) is only symmetric under the group U( 1)1813.
This implies
that the phases of the bosonic fields cannot all be chosen at wish (e.g., zero) but
only in the case of three of the bosons, while the fourth, e.g. di, must remain

complex[121,122].This is in contrast to the PAM at U = 00, (3.11), where only
a single U(l) gauge symmetry exists which can then be used to eliminate the
phase of the single boson ei. The above fmdings are not important for the saddle
point mean-field solution itself. This approximation breaks the gauge symmetries anyway, i.e. assumesa Bose condensate at low T. (Note that this feature,
i.e. the mean-field solution itself, again becomes exact in the limit of large spin
degeneracy, N ~ 00, where fluctuations are suppressed[119].) However, they
become crucial in the calculation of corrections to the saddle point, which now
turn out be very complicated[122].
It should be stressed that for a given model of interacting electrons the results obtained by taking the N ~ 00 limit of an assumed spin degeneracy 0" =
= 1, ..., N greatly depend on the specific representation in terms of auxiliary particles. For example, in the case of the Hubbard model the N ~ 00 limit leads to
different results depending on whether it is applied to the usual fermionic rep-

resentation(1.4) or to the slave-bosonversion with N ~ 00 fermion fields Jia,
(3.23).(In fact eq. (1.4) alwaysbecomestrivial for N ~ 00, i.e. there exists no
scaling of the parameters such that the kinetic and the interaction terms remain
finite [35].) Only the exact solution for N = 2 of the model in the different representations will coincide. Hence, while an N -orbital slave-particle model does
not necessarily correspond to a physical model of electrons, it nevertheless represents a well-defmed model of quantum statistical mechanics[121].

4. - Construction

of a comprehensive, dynamical mean-field theory for

correlated fermions.
In the statistical theory of classical and quantum-mechanical systems meanfield theories (MFTs) play an extremely important role, since they are often
able to provide a rough, overall description of the properties of a model. Such a
nonperturbative approximation is particularly helpful when, as usual, exact
solutions are not available. In the fIrst three sections we already discussed several quite different MFTs. Although the term MFT is frequently used, the ac-
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tual meaning of what a MFT is (or shouldbe) is rather vague,becausethere is
no uniqueprescriptionof how to constructsucha theory. Henceevery time one
encountersthe term «MFT», one shouldinquire about the potential reliability
of this approximation,i.e. about its range of validity with respectto the input
parameters(e.g.,the interaction strength, particle density, temperature,magnetic field, etc.), its thermodynamicconsistencyand, in particular, whether
there exists a limit in which it becomesexact.
One of the best-knownMFTs is the Weiss molecular-fieldtheory for the
Ising model.It is a prototypicalsingle-sitetheory which becomesexactfor infinite-rangeinteraction,as well as in the limit d ~ 00. In the latter casethe quantity 1/ d is a small parameterwhich canbe usedto improvethe MFT systematically. This MFT containsno unphysicalsingularitiesand is applicablefor all
valuesof the input parametersJ, T and the magneticfield H. It is alsodiagrammatically controlled[33]. Insofar it is a very respectableapproximationwhich
sets very high standardsfor other MFTs.
Itinerant quantum-mechanical
models,such as the Hubbard model and its
generalizations,are naturally much more complicatedthan classical,Ising-type
models.This is due to the additionalenergy transfer betweenthe particles and
the nontrivial algebraneededto describetheseparticles.Generallythere do not
evenexist semi-classicalapproximationsfor suchmodelsthat might serve as a
promising starting point for further investigations.Under such circumstances
the constructionof a MFT with the comprehensiveproperties of the Weiss
molecular-fieldtheory for the Ising modelwill necessarilybe much more complicated, too. There do exist useful, established mean-field approximation
schemes,e.g. Hartree-Fock, random-phaseapproximation(RPA), saddlepoint
evaluationsof path integrals (see sect. 3), decouplingof operators,etc. However, these approximationsare not MFTs in the spirit of statistical mechanics,
since,on the pure mean-fieldlevel, they are not able to give a reliable, global
descriptionof a given model (e.g.,the phasediagram,thermodynamics,etc.) in
the entire range of input parameters.In this situation the exact solution of a
fermioniclattice model in the limit d = 00 providesan ideal mean-fieldsolution
for thesemodelswhich has all the desiredfeaturesof a comprehensive
MFT: it
is a self-consistent,conservingapproximationwhich is valid for all input parametersand can be systematicallyimprovedby taking 1/ d correctionsinto account. In contrast to Hartree-Fock it is a dynamicalMFT where two-particle
correlationsare explicitly included.
4.1. Coherentpotential approximationfor disorderedsystems.- To gain a
deeperunderstandingof the mean-fieldfeaturesof the d = 00 limit for interacting electrons,we fIrst want to discussthe «coherentpotential approximation»
(CPA),which is known to provide a reliable, comprehensive
mean-fieldapproximation for single-particle quantities of noninteracting, disordered systems[123]; for reviews seeref. [124]. To be specificlet us considerAnderson's
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tight-binding Hamiltonian for electrons with local, i.e. «diagonal»,disorder[125]
(4.1)

2: Ci-+-Cj + 2:
. Vini,

- = - ~t *

HA

vZ

(R;,Rj)

~

where Vi is a randomvariabledrawnfrom somedistributionfunctionP(Vi). The
electronsdescribedby (4.1) do not interact. Therefore,we deal with the problem of a single particle moving through a random medium.(Sincethere is no
spin dependence
one can suppressthe spin index here and simply work with a
spinlessfermion as in (1.12).)The problemis madecomplicatedby the randomness.It requiresoneto calculatethe averageof a physicalquantity X (whichis a
function of all site energiesVi) with respect to P(Vi) as
(4.2)

(X)av:=

nf dVi P(Vi)X(V1, ..., VL).
R;

One may now proceedas follows:
1) The actualrandommedium,givenby the local potentialsVi, is thought
to be replacedexactly (!) by an (unknown)effectivemedium,describedby a
complex,frequency-dependent
self-energy;this definesthe self-energy.
2) Sincethe effectivemediumis required to yield an exact descriptionof
the randommedium,we may removethe mediumat a site Ri, replaceit by an
actualpotential Vi and then demandthat, upon averaging,the scatteringcaused
by the perturbation of the mediumdue to Vi vanishesidentically.The self-consistencyconditionexpressedin the last step actuallydeterminesthe previously
unknownself-energy.
Let Gij(z) = G be the Greenfunction of the electronin the randommedium,
with z as a complexfrequencyand Goas the unperturbedGreenfunction; we
suppresssite indicesfor the moment[126]. The Lippmann-Schwingerequation
for G is given by
(4.3)

G=Go+GoVG

or

Go1G=I+VG.

We now introducea self-energy1:ij (z) = 1: into (4.3),which plays the role of an
additional,unknownpotential
(4.4)

(GO-1-1:)G

= 1+

(V-1:)G.

We choose
1: suchthat
(4.5)

(G)av= (Go-1
-1:)-1 .
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Multiplication of (4.4) by (G)av yields
(4.6)

G=(G)av+(G)av(V-1::)G.

Here V - 1::is a new scattering potential, whose effect can be described, as usual, by a T-matrix via
(4.7)

G = (G)av+ (G)avT(G)av,

where
T = 1 - (VV-1::
-1::)(G)av .

(4.8)
Averaging of (4.7) yields

(T)av = 0,

(4.9)

which is a self-consistent equation for 1::.Equation (4.9) demands that 1::is determined in such a way that the scattering due to the perturbation V - 1::vanishes.
If (4.9) could be solved exactly, the entire problem would be solved! However,
an exact solution is usually not possible, so that an approximation has to be
made to proceed further. At this stage CPA assumes the self-energy to be site
diagonal
(4.10)

1::ij(w) =1::(w)O'ij,

i.e. to be homogenous.Equation (4.10) is equivalent to a single-site approximation and corresponds to step 2) in the description of CPA below (4.2). Since1::(w)
is homogeneous,it is a k-independent, but frequency-dependent potential and
thereby only adds to the frequency dependenceof (GO)-l, i.e. the averaged local propagator is simply given by the unperturbed propagator with shifted
frequency:
(Gii)av = Gi~(z-1::),

(4.11)
where

f dE ~N(E)
00

Gii(Z)
-0

(4.12)

-00

is the local, unperturbed propagator, with N(E) as the DOS of the unperturbed
system. For all sites Ri the condition (4.9), therefore, reduces to (Ti)av = 0, i.e.
(4.13)

(

Vi -1::(Z;
1- (V;.
-1::(z»
~ -1::(z»G..(z
~~

) = O.
av

Equation (4.13) implies that in the effective medium the average scattering
from a single site «<impurity») with potential Vi - 1:: vanishes. The single-site
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=(8)
a)
av
\

.)

=

11111t!

av
b)
Fig. 4.1. - a) The random medium, described by local potentials Vi, is replaced by an un-

known,but exact,effectivepotential}:;. b) By demandingthe averagescatteringfrom a
single site with potential

Vi -}:;

to vanish }:; is determined

self-consistently.

aspect underlying the CPA may, therefore, be visualized as shown in
fig. 4.1 [124].
The CPA and its results have many attractive features: i) CPA is a nonperturbative, but very simple and self-consistent theory; ii) it may be considered
as the best single-site approximation for the disorder problem as can be inferred from the above derivation; ill) it has the so-called «Herglotz properties»,
ie.1:(z)

= 1:* (z *) and 1m (z -1:(z»

~ 0 for z ~ 0 [127], which implies that it has

the correct analytic properties (positive DOS, etc.); iv) it leads to very good
qualitative and even quantitative results for the one-particle properties of disordered systems. The latter is true even in dimensions d ~ 3 and for parameter
values of the disorder strength and the impurity concentration where CPA can.,
not be linked to perturbation theory. These properties have made CPA the approximation scheme for disordered systems although it cannot describe Anderson localization.
The single-site aspect of the CPA outlined above and, in particular, the
property (4.10), which is identical with (1.28) for interacting lattice systems in
d = 00, suggest that the CPA will become exact in the limit of high coordination
numbers Z. Using the scaling of t given by (1.25), which leads to identical diagrammatic simplifications as described in subsect. 1'6, VLAMINGand VOLLHARDT[128] recently showed that this is indeed the case, irrespective of the lattice structure. In other words, CPA solves the disorder Hamiltonian (4.1) exactly in the limit Z ~ 00. This finding explains why for Z < 00, e.g. finite dimensions on a regular lattice, the CPA can be so successful even for intermediate
values of the input parameters (disorder strength, impurity concentration), ie.
in regions of parameter spacewhere this can no longer be justified by perturba6 - Rendiconti
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tion theory in these two parameters. We now see that there is an additional
small parameter, namely 1/ Z, which allows for a perturbation expansion that is
independent of the values of the input parameters. It is, therefore, not surprising that the CPA may give qualitatively and quantitatively correct results even
in dimensions d ~ 3.
The CPA can also be derived variationally within a field-theoretical approach first discussed by JANIS[38,129]. In this case the coherent potential, i.e.
the self-energy, is determined from a stationary condition for the averaged
free-energy functional of the corresponding single-site problem. This field-theoretical approach has the great advantage that it can be generalized to treat interacting lattice models, such as Hubbard-type models, and disorder models on
the same basis. Furthermore, the physical idea behind this single-site theory is
very transparent and may be explained in terms of the following simple picture [130]. To calculate the averaged free energy corresponding to a single site
Ri of the system, we have to determine the energy density
(D)av= (Di)av = (D)av/L,

(4.14)

where densities are indicated by a tilde. To this end we consider the second step
of the CPA strategy outlined below eq. (4.2) and drawn schematically in fig. 4.2:
i) we start from the homogeneous,effective medium with free-energy density
Dmed;ii) we remove the medium at site Ri' i.e. subtract a corresponding energy density Di' and ill) replace it by a site with a bare potential Vi, i.e. add a
corresponding averaged energy density (D ?are
)av; so we have
D av= Dmed - D i + (D ?are)av .

(4.15)

To calculate the contributions in (4.15) we make use of the trace-log formula
In det A = tr In A (see, for example, ref. [2]) for the free energy, which in the
noninteracting case can be written as
Do =

(4.16)

- Ttr

2:In[G£(iwn)]-i.
k

- ( !If~!i

2v

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 4.2. - Steps to construct the exact averaged free-energy functional in d = 00: a) homogeneouseffective medium, b) medium is removed at site Ri, c) hole in medium at site Ri
is filled with the actual potential Vi; the amplitude for a particle from the medium to be at
site Ri is given by the local propagator Gii.

.
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Here G£, the propagator of the undisturbed system, is given by

G£(z) =

(4.17)

1

,

Z - E:k+f.L

where (rJn = (2n + 1) it'T are the Matsubarafrequenciesand the trace operation
implies summation over all n and spin 0"; in the present problem the spin is
unimportant. Using (4.11), we fmd
(4.18)

Qrned =

- Ttr

L In [G£(i(rJn -IJ)]-l

=

k
00

;= - LTtr

I

dE N(E) In [iwn

-

IJ + f.L-E]

-00

and

(4.19)

Qi = - Ttr In[Gi~(i(rJn-IJ)]-l

= - Ttr In[(Gii)av]-l,

where IJ = IJ(i(rJn).Finally, (Q?are)av
can be obtainedfrom
Q?are
= - T In Zibare,

(4.20)

where the local partition function is determinedby the action Aibareas[131]
(4.21)

Zibare=

I

qjp"qjp"

* exp[Aibare{p",
P"*}].

Here P",p"* are Grassmann(anticommuting)variables.(It is not really necessary to use Grassmannvariablesin this problem,but they are very convenient
becausethey make everythingvery simple;any reader who is not familiar with
this techniquecan easily learn it by reading a few pages in the books by
PoPov[131]or FRADKIN[2].)The action has the form of a Lagrangian
(4.22)

Aibare
= tr P": «(Gii)av)-l p"n - tr P": (Vi -IJ)P"n,

where the two terms correspondto the kinetic and potential energy,respectively. Since(4.22)is the expressionfor a noninteractingsystem(bilinear dependenceon p" and p" *), the functionalintegral in (4.21)is trivial. The trace-logformula yields
(4.23a)

(4.23b)

In Zibare = tr In {«(Gii)av)-l - Vi + IJ},

=trln(,I}'-l-Vi),

where we introduced an effective local propagator ,I}' by
(4.23c)

/j'-l

= «(Gii)av)-l +IJ.

The /j' propagator describes the coupling between the medium and the site Ri.
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The averaged free energy, which is a functional of g -1 (lJ), then follows as

(4.24)

(D)av= -LTtr

{f

dEN(E) In [iwn + fJ.-lJ - E] -In(g-1

-lJ)+

+ (In (.t}' -1 - Vi»)av}.

By taking the variational derivative of (4.28)with respect to lJ, i.e. using the
stationarity condition

~

(4.25)

=0,

og-1

we obtain

(4.26)

~g -

-lJ

=( g
"

f-

- - V;.) ,
, av

which, together with (4.11) and (4.23c),is seen to be identical with the self-consistent equation (4.13) for lJ. Given a value .t}'-1 we obtain lJ from (4.26), which
determines a new value g -1 = [Gi~(z -lJ)]-1 + lJ, etc. Equation (4.26) expresses particularly clearly the single-site aspect of the CPA, as well as the role of lJ
as a homogeneous effective potential that describes the effect of the original
random potential Vi in the averaged system.
4.2. CPA for interacting systems: exact solution of the Hubbard model in

d = 00. - The CPA was extensivelyusedin the 1970's-mostly in the investigation of disordered systems[124]. As such, it was also applied to interacting
models,e.g.the Hubbard model,by fIrst transformingthe model (approximately) to a random-alloyproblem «<alloyanalogy»).A new approachto the CPA,
which makes use of field-theoreticalfunctional-integraltechniquesin connection with explicit diagrammatic perturbation theory, was initiated by JANIS[38,129].Thereby the range of applicabilityof the CPA was extendedto include interacting lattice systems(spin systemsand itinerant systems)as well.
Due to the insight gainedfrom the investigationof fermioniclattice systemsin
the large-d limit [34,41-43]we are now able to concludethat this generalized
CPA approachbecomesexactin d = 00, just as the disorderCPA and the Weiss
molecular-fieldtheory becomeexactin this limit. In particular, this field-theoretical approachcanbe usedto derivethe exactfree energyfor fermionicmodels
in d = 00. This leads to a comprehensivemean-fieldtheory for interacting
fermionicmodels.Of course,this theory is necessarilymuch more complicated
in detail than the previousMFTs sincewe now deal with a dynamical singlesite problem in a fermionic bath.
The physicalidea behind the approachis the sameas that entering in the

.
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CPA Let us considerthe motion of a particle on a lattice in d =

00.

The interac-

tion with the other particles affects the motion. This change is exactly (!) described by a yet unknown complex, dynamical field 1::a(w). (For simplicity we

take 1::a (w) to be homogeneous,
e.g. considerthe paramagneticphase;in the
caseof an antiferromagneticphasewe would have to introducesublattices,e.g.
1::a ~ 1::l' B [38].) Hencethe original systemwith its bare interactionshas been
exactlyreplacedby an effectivemedium;the latter is simply a systemof noninteracting, itinerant electronsmoving in a complex,homogeneous
coherentpotential1::a(w).
We will now use the generalizedCPA describedabove[38,40] to construct
an exactexpressionfor the free energyof the Hubbardmodelin d = 00. We proceedas in the caseof disorderedsystems(seesubsect.4'1 and fig. 4.2),with Vi
replacedby Via= Uni.-a-but, of course,we do not haveto perform any impurity average now. The single-site free-energy density iJ = Q/ L is then determined by
(4.27)

iJ = iJrned
- Qi + Q~are
.

The three terms in (4.27)are given by (4.18)-(4.21),
where now the propagators,
the effectivepotential and the Grassmannnumberscarry a spin index and the
single-siteaction (4.22)has the form
(4.28) Aibare{P'a' P':; l7a-l} =
.B

= trP'~nl7a-lP'a.n- Uf dTP'*r (T)P'r (T)P" (T)P'! (T).
0
An identical expression for the action Aibareof the effective single-site problem
was obtained by GEORGES
and KOTLIAR[39] within a rather different approach.
They view the problem as an auxiliary impurity problem whose action is precisely given by (4.28) (see below); this equivalence was also pointed out by
OHKAWA
[132] and JARRELL[133].
The partition function Zibare may be transformed[40] into a conventional
functional integral over real, commuting variables by rewriting the Hubbard
interaction in (4.28) using the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation

(4.29a)

exP[-u,f

dTP't (T)P'r (T)p'i

=

(T)P'! w]=

f qjr;qj~exp [- -k

j

d'['7'(T)

+ ~2(T)-
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-i~{F.('t")[P"'

('t")P"t ('t") + p"i ('t")P"! (,,)]-

-iY]('t")[P"t

('t") P"t (,,) - P"~ ('t") P"! (-c)]}]].

This is equivalent to the standard operator identity

(4.29b)

ni t ni!

=

t

[(nit

+ ni ! )2 - (ni t - ni! )2]

for the Hubbard interaction, where the two terms on the r .h.s. correspond to
charge and spin fluctuations, respectively. In (4.29a) the fluctuations are described by real fluctuating fields F.('t") and Y]('t"),respectively. Now that the interaction problem has been rewritten in terms of noninteracting particles in the
presence of infinitely many fluctuating fields, the integration over the Grassmann variables in the expressionfor the partition function can be performed explicitly, yielding
Zibare =

(4.30)

f

gjY] gjF.exp [Ai bare{Y], F.;/}'~-l}],

where now[40]
(4.31)

Aibare{Y], F.;.t)'~-l} = -

t

\I~

00

(F.~

+ Y]~)+ tr In [Il~-l -

{fi

(a~

+ i~)]

with (~)mn= F.m-n'(~)mn = Y]m-n and (Il~-l)mn = amn[/},~(icun)]-l.
The total free energy (4.27) is then given by
(4.32)

Q

= - LTtr

{f

dE N(E) In [icun + fJ.-1::~ - E] - In (/}'~-l -1::~)} -

- LT In Zibare.
The stationarity condition (4.25), o.Q/o/}'~-l= 0, leads to
1

(4.33a)
[/},~(icun)]-l

=
-1::~(icun)

= --.!.-Zibare f

gjp"gjp"*(p"

~, n

{ P"~, P"*.
g-l~
p"*~, n )ex p [Apare
t
~,

}]

=

I
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(4.33b)

=

~ f

( g_ -1

..[fi

Zt

-

l

!7JYJ!7Jf,

)

exp [Ai bare{YJ, f,; /7~-1}]

=0

lL
(0-- + i~)
2[3

-

YJ

~

nn

(4.33c)

=0

((

1

1f~-1-

with

(X)'1.~=

..[fi

(a-Yj

+ i~))nn)'1.~

(f !7JYJ!7Jc;-Xexp[Aibare])/Zibare.
Of course, the r.h.s.

of (4.33a) is

nothing but the very definition of the local propagator Gii. ~(i(Un) in terms of the
action Aibare. Equation (4.33), together with
(4.34)

[/7~(Z)]-1 = [Gi~. ~(z - 1:~(Z))]-1 + 1:~(z),

provides an exact, self-consistent set of equations for 1:~ (or /7~) for the Hubbard

model in d

=

00

[38-40,133]. In contrast to Hartree-Fock this thermodynamical-

ly consistent MFT is valid for arbitrary values of the interaction parameter U
and particle density n and explicitly contains two-particle correlation effects.
Although it is mathematically much more complicated than the analogous expression (4.26) for the disorder problem without interactions, it can, in principle, again be solved by iteration: for given /7~-1 we obtain 1:~ from (4.33), which
yields a new /7~-1 via (4.34), etc. The exact local propagator is then provided by
Gii.~ = (/7~-1_1:~)-1, As in the disorder case Gii.~ is completely expressed in
terms of effective averaged quantities.
The expression used in (4.33c) brings out particularly

clearly the similarities

and differences between the (on-site) interaction problem and the analogous expression (4.25) for the disorder case without interactions: i) on the l.h.s. of
(4.33) the self-energy 1: appears again as a (homogeneous)effective medium,
which is obtained exactly from the original system by some averaging process;
ii) however, this average is very different in the two cases:in the disorder problem it involves an integration over the actual disorder potentials Vi with a given
disorder distribution P(Vi), while in (4.33) it demands an integration over infinitely many fluctuating (random) fields YJ,C;-,
which simulate the actual interaction; ill) the latter integration leads to a highly nontrivial coupling of the energies, i.e. Matsubara frequencies
(note that this coupling even exists in the
(Un

static limit, ie. for YJy= C;-y
= 0 for v ~ 0), while in the disorder problem the corresponding equation (4.25) is diagonal in the frequency. This shows clearly
that, although the interaction between electrons on different lattice sites has
been reduced to an interaction of electrons with a mean field, the dynamics of
the latter interaction is still nontrivial. Once more we observe that the many-

body nature of the Hubbard model survives even in d = 00, making an analytic
evaluation of the local propagator Gii. from (4.33), (4.34) impossible.
~

It was pointed out by GEORGES and KOTLIAR [39,134], as well as
OHKAWA[132] and JARRELL [133], that the single-site problem emerging in the
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limit d~ 00, i.e. the fact that one obtains an effective problem of a single site
with Hubbard interaction immersed in a noninteracting fermionic bath, is
equivalent to an actual single-site problem, such as the Anderson impurity
model[82] (see subsect. 2.5) or the Wolff model [135], supplemented by a selfconsistency condition. (We note that such a connection, but without a self-consistency condition for the self-energy .1', i.e. without a renormalization of the
medium itself, was discussed already by EVENSON,WANG and SCHRIEFFER[136].) In the Wolff model
(4.35)

fIWM =fIkin+U~tnoJ

'

where the kinetic energy fIkin is given by (1.3a), the conduction electrons Ciacan
only interact on a single site Ro. The Hubbard model (1.4b)is then a lattice generalization of (4.35) in analogy with the periodic Anderson model (2.25) which is
a generalization of the single-impurity Anderson model to a lattice of I-orbitals.

The mappingof the Hubbardmodelin d = 00 onto oneof the two modelshasthe
advantagethat the form of the effective propagator .9'a is already known in
these cases,namely
(4.36a)

[.9'SIAM(Z)]
-1

=Z -

f dE -;;=-jj
J(E) ,
00

Ef+

y2
-00

where J(E)

= L a(E -

Ek)' and

k

(4.36b)

[.9'WM(Z)]
-1

=

f dE -;;=-jj
J(E) .
00

-00

In the present casethe function J(E) has to be determinedself-consistently.
This relation, together with the extensivenumericalexperiencethat has accumulatedin the treatment of impurity models,makesa numericalsolutionof the
self-consistencyproblem (4.33),(4.34) tractable. Indeed, it is exciting to see
that at this very moment the first explicit, numerically exact results for the
phase diagram obtained by quantum Monte Carlo techniquesbecomeavailable[137-139];they all fmd evidencefor a Mott-Hubbardinsulating state above
a critical value of U.
The generalizedCPA approachcanalsobe usedto derivethe exactaveraged
free energyof Hubbard-typemodelswith local disorder[130].On the level of 2particle (and higher) correlation functionsthe simultaneousexistenceof interactions and disorder leads to a new couplingof quantum degreesof freedom
which have no counterpartsin noninteracting,disordered,or pure, interacting
systems.This couplingrequires the self-energyfor the nonrandommodelto be
frequency-dependent.
Hence it is a genuinecorrelation effect which is lost in
any Hartree-Fock treatment.
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4.3. The Falicov~Kimball model. - An exact evaluation of the free energy .Q
and hence of the phase diagram becomespossible in the absenceof the Hubbard
interaction (as in the case of spinless fermions, (1.12), with or without disorder [17]) or when there is no coupling between the frequencies, e.g. when one
species of particles is decoupled from the surrounding medium. This is the case
in the so-called «simplified Hubbard model», where only one of the two spin
species is allowed to hop (e.g., t f = - t, t ~ = 0). This simplification was fIrst
discussed by HUBBARD
[5] and GUTZWILLER
[49] as an approximation to the full
model. It was then considered by F ALICOVand KIMBALL[140] as a model for a
semiconductor-metal transition in systems like 5mB6, V 203 and Ti2 03, taking
the mobile and fIXed particles to be spinless d- and [electrons, respectively.
Later LIEB and KENNEDY[141] investigated it as a model for crystallization in
terms of mobile electrons and immobile nuclei. The Hamiltonian for this «simplified Hubbard model« (which is referred to as «Falicov-Kimball model» in the
rare-earth community) may, therefore, be written in different forms:
(4.37a)

fISimP = -'- t

2:

2:ni f ni~

Ci+tCj t +U

(RioRj)

(4.37b)

= -t

Ri

-

2: (L"ni,,'
Rio"

2: di+dj+U2:nidn(-2:«(Ldnid+(Lfn{).
(RioRj)

Ri

Ri

Due to the immobility of one of the fermion species there is no energy transfer
between the two species i, ~ (or d, f), i.e. they are dynamically uncoupled.
(Note that, although the immobile spins have no explicit dynamics, they are not
fixed at given positions; hence an ensemble average over all particles will decide on the optimal spatial distribution of the fixed particles-this is similar to
the case of Ising spins.)
In spite of the additional simplification involved in (4.37) this model
is still complicated-especially away from half-tilling. However, an exact
solution is possible in d = 00, which was first obtained by BRANDT and
MIELSCH[142]. The free energy for the model can also be derived within
the generalized CPA approach [38]. The effective propagator for the fIXed
spins in (4.32) is now given by /}' ~ = (iwn + (L~ )-1 and the static approximation
becomes exact! This is due to the separation of the dynamics of the two
spin species,as can be demonstrated in a diagrammatic perturbation expansion.
There is no energy transfer at vertices between up and down spins due
to the a-function dispersion of fixed electrons. Effectively this means that
closed loops factorize and thus contribute only globally. The perturbation
theory can then be summed explicitly to all orders. For the special case
of half-filling the phase diagram of the simplified Hubbard model in d = 00
is shown in fig. 4.3. For values of T and U below the curve, the system
is in an ordered state (charge density wave), above that it is in a homogeneous
phase. For U» t one has Tc t2/U as in the full Hubbard model (in fact,

-
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homogeneous

T

U
Fig. 4.3. - Phasediagram of the Falikov-Kimballmodel at half-filling.
the two models coincide for half-filling and large U). The phase boundary
is very similar to that in d < 00 [141].
As mentioned at the end of subsect. -1.2,the addition of disorder to Hubbard-type models leads to anew, nontrivial coupling of the quantum degrees of
freedom. This can be shown explicitly in the case of the Falikov-Kimball
model [130], since the exact solution of the nondisordered model is known. In
particular one fmds that in the ordered phase the average free energy depends

on (niat In nit )av,where IX =A, B refers to the sublattice,ie. dependson infinitely many averaged quantities (Cniat)k)av, k = 1, 2, 3, etc. Such a dependence is reminiscent of the configuration-dependent mean-field free energy of
Thouless, Anderson and Palmer [143] in the classical spin glass problem. This
enables one now to investigate the transition to phases with broken ergodicity
even in quantum systems.
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